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Clouds Prevent
Good View
Of Total Eclipse
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Several Murray State University students took a break between classes
this morning to watch the eclipse. Dr. Bill Burnley, assistant professor of
physics and computer science at MSU, set up a telescope in front of the
Blackburn Science Bldg. and lectured on various ways of viewing the eclipse.
Staff Photos by Matt Sanders
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Countians Escape Brunt Of Storm
Calloway Countians escaped most of
the harsh winter storm predicted for
this area as only one inch of snow
covered the ground Sunday night.
With the slight snowfall and the
warmer temperatures this morning,
almost all activities scheduled for
today went on as usual. Murray City
schools were in session, however,
Galloway_ County schools were cancelled.
Sherwood Potts, county director of
Kentucky Department of Transportation's highway maintenance
barn, reported this morning that the
department used 40 tons of salt on the
highways last night. All major
thoroughfares were clear today.
County road maintenance supervisor
Rob Walston said that his crews worked
this morning clearing county roads.
Since the first of January, the county
road department has spent 623 overtime hours operating and maintaining
snow removal equipment.
City crews used three cinder trucks
early today to lessen slick street conditions, according to Ray Clark, street
superintendent.
Neither Murray Electric System nor
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation reported any
power outages or lines downed by the
storm.
Across the state, state police said
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clear and cold
Clear and cold todght. Lows in
the low 20s. Sunny and a little
warmer Tuesday. Highs in the
low 40s.
Kentucky's extended weather
outlook for Wednesday through
Friday calls for partly cloudy
skies Wednesday and a chance of
Thursday and Friday.

early today that most highways were
slick and hazardous. Interstates 64 and
75 in central and northern Kentucky
were temporarily blocked several
times this morning as cars skidded on
the icy pavement.
The storm developed rapidly over the
Gulf Coast states late Saturday, and on
Sunday spread a combination of heavy
snow, freezing rain and sleet over
Ai ka,..as, southeast Missouri, Illincits
and Indiana. Kentucky, meanwhile,
also received a mixed bag of
precipitation — freezing rain, sleet,
snow and even a few thunderstorms.
This combination of moisture began
moving into western Kentucky during
the morning hours Sunday, preceded by
a rain system that brought a host of
rivers and small streams to near flood
stage.
Hydrologist Joe Pay with the weather
service said a preliminary prediction
calls for the Ohio River to crest at 24'2
feet above flood stage Wednesday
morning. Pay said the river could go
higher because of the latest snow and
rainfall.
Hardest hit was southeastern
Missouri, especially Cape Girardeau,
where up to two feet of snow, swirled by
50 mph winds, stranded hundreds of

Local Students
To Be Selected
For Conference
Twenty local junior and senior high
school students will be selected as
representatives to the annual "Student
Programs on Kentucky Enterprises"
conference in Louisville April 21.
The conference is sponsored by the
Rotary Clubs of Kentucky and the
Murray chapter will select the local
representatives based on both grade
standing and career objectives.
Interested students of Murray and
Calloway County high schools should
submit their names to the counselor of
their school who, in turn, will recommend candidates to the local Rotary
Club. Transportation and conference
fees will be provided for each student
representative.
The program will feature individuals
known throughout the nation for their
accomplishments and ability to relate
to high school youth, a spokesrnan said.
The conference offers young people
an opportunity to obtain a greater
unerstanding of and appreciation for
the business enterprises of Kentucy, the
spokesman added.

motorists and knocked out electric
power in what local residents called the
worst storm in more than 60 years. Gov.
Joseph Teesdale called out 250 National
Guardsmen to patrol the area.
"It's unbelieveable. We've never
seen anything like it in this part of the

state, ever," said Jim Gates, a
Jackson, Mo., radio reporter.
"We've had more (snow) in the last
24 hours than we get in a year," said
James Garstang, an air traffic control
specialist at the Cape Girardeau airport.

SEATTLE (AP) — Portland, Ore.,
was plunged into darkness at 8:13 a.m.
PST today, but clouds prevented
residents from a good view of the last
total eclipse of the sun in North
America this century.
Skies began to darken about 7:45
a.m., and complete darkness covered
Portland, the largest city in the
eclipse's path, by 8:13 a.m. It began to
get light again at 8:16 a.m.
Residents had to rely on television
pictures taken from planes flying above
the thick cloud cover. ABC-TV carried
the event live nationally.
East of the Cascades, broken clouds
provided some view of the sun as the
moon started its west-to-east march
across the sky.
A mattress of clouds several
thousand feet thick covered most of the
area as the moon's shadow made its
nationally televised landfall at Agate
Beach, Ore.,shortly after 8 a.m.(PST).
The skies were saturated with air
traffic as observers went aloft to beat
the clouds with a view from above.
Other
scientists,
amateur
astronomers and the curious gathered
on parking lots, porches, decks and

grassy knolls, with their telescopes,
homeenade pinhole projectors and
commercial viewers.
For many, the thick cloudcover
turned the eclipse into the greatest
cosmic disappointment since the Comet
Kohoutek disappeared into the heavens
five years ago without living up to its
ballyhooed brilliance.
Repeated admonitions not to look at
the sun during the period of the eclipse
seemed academic as the grey skies
drew a leaden sheet between the
viewers and the solar spectacle.
Even though the eclipse was only
about 70 percent in the Murray area,
local residents were treated to sunny
clear skies, near-perfect viewing
conditions. Many persons were seen
this morning looking at the eclipse
indirectly by projecting the eclipse
through a telescope onto a screen
Others utilized the "poor-man's version," a pin-hole in a piece of cardboard
used to focus the phenomenon onto a
second piece of cardboard.

The Federal Aviation Administration
duty officer at Boeing Field in Seattle
said "the airspace is saturated" with
aircraft hoping to carry observers
above the clouds for a view of the
eclipse.
As a Pacific front pushed the clouds
in from the coast, observers aloft were
the only eclipse-chasers with a
guaranteed chance to see what they
came for.
Among groups chartering planes, the
Seattle Science Center offered an
unobstructed view plus a, champagne
brunch 35,000 feet above the Columbia
River gorge. The ride on a chartered
Alaska Airlines 727 jetliner cost $115 to
$135 a person.
Today's eclipse was the first total
eclipse visible in the United States in
nearly nine years and another will not
come around until 2017. A total solar
eclipse occurs when the moon moves
between the sun and Earth.
The 175-mile-wide moon shadow was
due to hit the West Coast near Portland,
Ore., at 8:13 a.m. PST and cross
Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana,
North
Dakota,
Saskatchewan,
Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec at more
than 3,000 mph. Along that path, the
eclipse was to last from 45 seconds to a
top of 2 minutes, 36 seconds — in
Helena, Mont.
Other parts of North America had to
settle for a partial eclipse — weather
permitting.
''rL
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Despite the overcast, thousands of
FIRE DESTROYS HOME — This view through the living room window shows the damage done by the fire which
travelers from around the country
destroyed the home of Larry Contri at 1504 Henry early Sunday morning. No one was at home at the time of the fire
mobbed small towns of the Pacific
and when neighbors called the fire department around 3 a.m., the roof had already fallen in. Fire Chief Jackie__ _ .
Northwest and northern Great Plains in
Cooper said that high winds made the department struggle to save the neighboring houses. After an investigatioa
replay of the solar mania that seems
this morning. fire inspector Phil Owens said that the fire apparently started in the kitchen and utility room area,
to grip humans when the moon blocks
however, no cause was determined for the blaze.
Staff Photo by Moat Sanders
the view of the sun.

Graves Asks Candidates To Begin State FBI Probe
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Ralph Ed
Graves is asking all other Democratic
candidates for governor "to get the
grand jury show on the road" in connection with a lengthy FBI investigation of state-related matters.
If a federal jury is not summoned at
Lexington to dispose of the issue.
Graves said, "I'm going to name
names." He did not elaborate.
Graves, who quit the administration
of Gov. Julian Carroll to make his race,
spoke Saturday at a gubernatorial

review sponsored by the Kentucky
Young Democrats.
The only other major candidate on
hand was Rep. Carroll Hubbard, 1)-Ky.
Four
other
contenders
sent
representatives to speak for them.
Graves, who has limited individual
contributions to his campaign to $25,
also said the "people at Democratic
headquarters say they've got the grand
jury stopped...I hope not. We'd better
get our dirty linen washed before
May," when the primary' will be held.
The reference was to published
reports that matters ranging from state

personal service contracts to the state
purchases of trucks have been submitted to U.S. Attorney Pat Molloy at
Lexington for possible grand jury
action.
Molloy has asked the Justice
Department for a special grand jury to
deal with the topics, Such a jury could
meet longer than usual. The possibility
of an Internal Revenue Service role
also has been discussed among federal
officials.
Anti-administration candidates have
charged that corruption exists in state
government and have predicted in-

Primed For Performance

tp*,
PREPARE FOR OPENING — Members of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre organization are hard
at work this week making preparations for the group's Anniversary Dinner Theatre slated Thursday-Saturday, Mar( h
1-3. At left, Lewis Bossing, Kama Boyd and Sue Spann try their hands at set decoration. At right, members of the cast
during a dress rehearsalare, left to right, Barbara Blevin, Jeff Lackey, Richard Valentine, director, Pat Vincent and Jim
Reese.
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The Jaycee Center beame a very
busy place Sunday afternoon as the
first dress rehearsal for the upcoming
anniversary Dinner Theatre performance of the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre took place.
Many people helped hang and focus
lights, the orchestra set up to rehearse,
costumes and properties were being
brought in by the boxful and the performers were sorting through racks
and racks of clothes in order to begin
the first dress rehearsal.
The scenic design committee was
building and painting the set and when
it was raised onto the stage, the center
took on the aura of an elaborate theatre
interior.
According to a spokesman, everyone

in the production of the vaudeville
revue, "You Still Ain't Seen Nothin'
Yet," is primed and ready for opening
night this Thursday, March 1.
The show runs Thursday, Friday and
Saturday and doors open at 6 p.m
Dinner will be served from 6:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. with curtain time approximately 8 p.m.
"It is a real treat for Murray as the
theatre celebrates its second anniversary with this production," the
spokesman said, "...wonderful food
from Dakota Feed and Grain, valet
parking, cigarette girls, photographers
and dancing after the show."
For reservations call the theatre hot
line, 759-1752. The price of the dinner,
show, tax, tip and dancing is $9.50.

dictments. However, no grand jury has
been summoned yet, although Molloy
has begun listing potential witneszes to
be called.
Graves, whose sudden candidacy
months ago appeared to surprise
everyone, indicated he became
disillusioned with the Carroll administration because of political
favoritism even in routine matters.
"My only apology is that I misjudged
(Carroll and) he let you and I down,"
Graves said.
He said the basic campaign issue is
how candidates accept "the big
money" and become beholden to such
contributors.
"I have never known a governor who
did not pay off his debts with public
money," Graves said.
He contended no gubernatorial
candidate will declare that he is not
acccepting large contributions, nor will
any say where such funds originated.
Under state law, campaign finance
reports are not due until shortly before
the May 29 primary.
Hubbard,
another
antiadministration candidate, indicated he
is proud of the fact he is the only contestant publicly criticized by Carroll
The governor said Friday that an
earlier remark he made about the
danger of electing a "political hack"
was aimed at Hubbard, who he said is
the "only true political hack in Kentucky politics."
Hubbard said Republican State
Chairman Lee Nunn also has criticized
only him, which the congressman said
shows who the opposition fears Most.
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Perhaps prostate trouble
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D.

Little Miss Pageant
Planned On May 20
The fourth annual Kentuck) Little Miss Pageant will be
held Sunday, May 20, in the Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
University. Pre-pageant activities will be scheduled
throughout the day on Saturday, May 19.
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda sorority of
the Woodmen of the World is sponsoring the pageant activities with Mrs. Judy Scruggs as chairman.
Applicants for the pageant must be five years of age by
June 30, 1979. They must also be a resident of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
persons wishing further information concerning the
pageant and application forms are asked to contact Mrs.
Marilyn Herndon, 753-8072, or write Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant, 1615 Loch Lomond Drive. Murray,Ky.42071.

DEAR READER — The
are the modern equivalent of
• DEAR DR LAMB -- I am
a 59-year-old man and am benefits from alfalfa tablets snake oil sold by a carnival
very active. There must be are for the person who sells barker at the traveling medan obstruction of m urinary them. Don't expect them to ical show. There are plenty
tract or my bladder or my do anything for your health, of people who will listen to
kidneys aren't functioning much less prevent or cure the claims because they
want to believe some magic
properly. I drink a lot of hay fever.
fluids, consisting of water,
These and a host of other substance will cure all their
milk, iced tea and a six-pack highly advertised products problems. Life isn't that
simple.
of beer once or twice a week,
but very little coffee.
When I relieve myself I
have to keep making trips to
the bathroom and have to go
immediately for I can't put
it off. I have a hernia and
have put the repair job off
and am wondering if there •i;
may be pressure from the
hernia that is affecting the
bladder or kidneys. Is there
any medicine that could relieve this condition? I don't
recall having this problem
The Bible Journaling Group McNutt, Max Miller, John
when I was younger.
'
,;:;:;::::t;:;:;•.:;:;:;:;:::;:;7. By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS
of the First Christian Church Pasco, Billie June Marvin,
DEAR READER — Many
people develop problems
met on Tuesday, Feb. 20, at 7 Bill Marvin, 0. B. Boone,
House plants can really be When the birds decide to start
they didn't have earlier. Of appreciated during the times to work, they will be happy to
p.m. in the home of Jo Clete Rebecca Dublin, and Dr.
course, you'll have to have
of lint to weave
Williams, 1512 Canterbury Roos.
an examination to find out when there is nothing but get the balls
lining
to their nests.
We
look
out
our
as
a
snow
outside.
in
Drive.
The first meeting of this
exactly what is wrong. You
This group is in its group was held in January at
could have a urinary tract windows on such a snowy Just tie a roll of it to a nearby
infection. Another very scene, then look inside at our limb and they will get every
organizational stage at this the home of John Pasco. The
likely probability is that you potted plants that are so bit of it.
point; therefore, the evening next meeting will be held
have an enlarged prostate. green and fresh and find our
Don't forget that this is a
was spent discussing various Tuesday, March 27, at 7 p.m.
The prostate gland sur- faith renewed in the fact that good time to start cuttings
ways in which the group can in the home of Corrine
rounds the urethra and can there will be green things from your house plants.
study together and proceed in McNutt.
obstruct the outflow from growing outside some day
Usually some of the plants
its daily Bible Journaling in a
the bladder. That's the main
will be getting a little leggy,
We feel that we have had
reason many men have to
manner that would be most
to
be
them
good
will
do
of
snow
and
it
have a prostate operation. more than our share
meaningful to each member.
pinched back. Most of the
Your description of your dif- this winter, but when we read
In the group discussion the
water.
in
will
root
cuttings
papers
and
see
how
much
the
ficulties isn't sufficiently deRev.
Dr. David Roos exout
of
cuttings
keep
the
other
parts
of
the
Just
more
tailed for me to,have a very
The Calloway County
plained the purpose of the
good idea if this is the prob- country have had, we can be direct sun and they will root
group is for each member to Y.F.A.ETTES met at the
lem or not.
within ten days. If they do not
glad we live here.
A person with an enlarged
read, recycle, locate key Murray Area Vocational
So many of our folks have
root immediately, try some of
prostate usually has trouble gone to Florida for the winter
words in the passages which School on Tuesday, Feb.13, at
them in soil.
starting his stream and may months, but somehow that
All plants have their own
are read daily and summarize 7 p.m. for the regular monthly
have trouble stopping it. The does not attract me. I really
peculiarities, and some need
by putting the meaning into meeting with the president,
stream is often small as
a richer rooting medium. If
one's own words." Each Judy Cunningham, presiding.
opposed to the large easy love the changing of the
seasons and after enduring
you put them in soil, dip the
Plans for the coming year
member will keep a written
flow of younger years.
ends in Rootone or some kind
If there is a lot of trouble the cold, the spring days are
record of the daily scripture were discussion, and comof rooting compound. It gives
in passing urine, the bladder all the more enjoyable. For
study in his or her Bible ments on the past year were
may be overciistended with the miracle of Spring is truly
them an earlier start.
Journal.
made by Mrs. Cunningham.
retained urine, often causing a miracle and it is a joy to see
Always use the little peat
Announcements concerning
The
group
will
meet
once
a person to urinate frequent- the promise come into
pots for starting plants. Then
monthly to discuss in- upcoming events for the
ly. The overfilled bladder fulfullment.
need
to
there will be no
keeps signaling that it needs
terpretations an exchange Y.F.A. and Y.F.A.ETTES
I have heard the birds
transplant when you are
to be emptied, but the person
thoughts regarding the daily were made.
chirping throughout the
ready to set out in the yard.
never succeeds in emptying woods this week. I wonder if
Bible study.
Those present were Laura
Just put pot and all in the
it because of the obstruction
Mrs. Williams served Paschall, Cathy Stockdale,
summer
is
something
we
Before
the
they
know
ground.
from the enlarged prostate
refreshments to the fkillowin& Shirley Hughes, Sherla
don't. PerhapS they are en: over, the pot will 4ave
gland.
members
and
added
to
present: Marge Adams, Melisa Starks, and
with
the
ability
to
disintegrated
dowed
I am sending you The
the soil. It is a simple way to
Hays, Leon Smith, Corrine Judy Cunningham.
Health Letter number 1-6, sense warmer weather and
add small plants to the
Prostate Gland, to give you know it will soon be nest
a better idea of how this can building time.
border, or to add pots for the , -affect you and what can be
Don't forget to save the lint
porch or patio. And believe
done about it. Other readers from your electric dryer.
me, it won't be very long.
who want this issue can send
50 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed en- Local Agent Says- -velope for it. Send your
request to me in care of this
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551,
Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019.
By Abigail Van Buren
Now regarding your hernia, if you're talking about ir
hernia in the groin, the pressure from such a hernia, if)
whether it's synthetic, exFrom the Desk Of
there is any at all, isn't near
tracted
from a plant or animal
the urethra or bladder area.
Cloar
W.
Jean
source, or consumed as part of
DEAR DR. LAMB —
County Extension Agent
Could you tell me the benea plant or animal. The body
for Home Economics
fits, if any, derived from
can't distinguilh in any way
Vitamin
DEAR ABBY: I just lost the only man I ever loved. When
taking alfalfa tablets? The
between a vitamin from a
Misconceptions
I came home last evening I found a note from Jimmy saying,
man at the health food store
"Goodbye" —after we lived together for a year.
said I should take them for
One myth about -natural" plant or animal and the same
In his note he said that my job was changing me into a
hay fever and would not vitamins is that they are vitamin from a laboratory.
hard person, and he couldn't ask me to quit because he
Don't rely on vitamin
need antihistamines. I better for your body than
bought a bottle and the dithought it was what I really wanted to do. (It's not true. I
in a laboratory. supplements to maintain good
rections say take four tab- those made
hate my work, but the money is too good to pass up.)
health.
Your
body
needs
other
can't
body
the
fact
is,
lets with each meal. They But the
Abby. I am a prostitute. The money helped pay our bills.
essential
nutrients
and
the
smell and taste so bad I can tell whether that vitamin C
Jimmy's
job didn't pay much, and we needed the bread.
hardly get one down, much came from a rose hip or a bulk of real food.
I know there will never be another man in my life like
The best way to get all these
less four. Please let me vitamin tablet.
Jimmy. He loved the real me—not just my body.
know about these alfalfa
Each vitamin has a par- essentials is to eat a balanced
Should I quit my profession and go after him? I know he
tablet's benefits so I can
structure diet.
still loves me.
molecular
ticular
them
down
continue to force
Another fallacy of the soPlease don't say where this letter is from. My father is a
that remains the same
or throw them away.
called "natural- vitamins is
minister and my folks don't know what I do for a living.
that vitamin products sold as
WORKING GIRL
-natural" don't contain any
DEAR GIRL: Quit your job and go after him. Jesus
Tuesday Nita le Bargain Nits
synthetic ingredients. Some of
forgave a woman in your profession. Could Jimmy do lee..?
the very synthetic ingredients
At These Theatres
people are trying to avoid are
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to SPARKLING, who feels
All Seats $1.50
present in these products—
that her engagement ring is "on loan," disturbed me.(The
often as binders in tablets and
ring was purchased by her fiance's mother and given to her
capsules.
with the understanding that in the event of a divorce, it
Don't take a multi-vitamin
would be returned.)
everyday just to be sure
Abby, a marriage that begins by working out a possible
you're
getting
enough
divorce settlement doesn't sound like it has too much going
••••••ialle:••••••••
for it. And returning Mama's ring—as you suggest—just
vitamins. It's usually not
might speed up a split.
necessary and the high
The first year of marriage is hard enough without playing
potency supplements are
hot potato with an engagement ring.
dangerous if taken without the
I say SPARKLING should keep the ring. It, like her hussupervision of a doctor.
band, now belongs to her -- not Mama.
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
The idea that the higher the
LONG ISLAND LAURIE
vitamin dosage, the better off
you are, is misguided. Unless
DEAR LAURIE: A marriage with the divorce settlement
you have a special need—if
worked out in advance is sometimes preferable to one
"FifiT71111-A4IN
1008("lest° ut
you're recovering from an
without, should the couple split. And today, one in three
& 111ff-AVOW
do.) I still think since SPARKLING feels that her engageillness—your body doesn't
11.• Samorarl Palm tam Cm...1
ment ring is "on loan" she should return it and do without
need any more than the
[Thru Thur.
until her husband can buy her one.
recommended
daily
allowance provided by a
DEAR ABBY: Regarding the letter from the woman who
balanced diet, and the excess
YOU'LL BELIEVE OA
was disgusted with stupid TV commercials: She asked,
7
9
:
:
00,
40
may
even
be
harmful.
A MAN CAN FLY
"What ever happened to those wonderful free samples comEscessive amounts of
panies used to send out to acquaint people with their promoil-SUPERMAN
vitamin A, taken over long
ducts?"
periods can increase pressure
Well, I know what happened to several cases of free
NO PASSES NO BARGAIN RITE
within the skull or cause
samples that should have been delivered but weren't.
growth
retardation
in
They were taken home and kept in the family.
children. Other symptoms of
DISGUSTED
Cum LtsTw000
CiottiI
17:15,1
WILL TURN YOU
overdose are similar to those
DEAR DISGUSTED: If you are absolutely sure of your
'EVERY NINON Wm
of deficiency: dry, cracked
1 9:25
&41N Central Ctr
facts, the person responsible for delivering those free
BUT Loom'
skin,
headaches,
and
bone
reo
rewitmenee0
samples should be reported.
NW liar
pain.
IN NITE
Too much vitamin D also
DEAR ABBY:Do you happen to know what the Alcoholics
has been known to retard
Anonymous credo is? It starts,"Oh, God, grant me the abilimental and physical growth in
ty to accept the things I cannot change.
ClItE
children, as well as cause
DEF RESSED IN DES PLAINES
nausea, weakness, stiffness,
N Genus]Ctr
DEAR DEPRESSED:
constipation,
hypertension,
7:25d
"God grant me the serenity
and even death.
9:10J
to accept the things I cannot change,
Although the only proof of
Thrvr.i
Courage to change the things I can,
vitamin toxicity is with exAnd wisdom to know the difference."
cesItsIs of vitamin A and 0,
some research has indicated
that large doses of vitamin C
041141111101111V1111:i•••••
Are year problems too heavy to boodle Mose? Let Abby
may contribute to kidney
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
••••!..?•••••
stones, severe diarrhea, and Box 69700, Les Aeries, Calif. 110069. Freitag. a stamped,
•9
•
golf-addressed envelope.
possible harm to diabetiy

own the

arden Path Bible Journaling Group
Meets, Williams'Home

Y.F.A.ETTES Hold
Meeting At School

Each Vitamin Has
Particular Need
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Unhappy Hooker
Hooked on Love
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Thursday, March 1
Murray TOPS (Take Off
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Center.

Monday,February Si
on
Hearing
Public
Improvement
Educational
Plan will be at Murray High
School at 7 p.m.

A call meeting of Murray
Murray Women of the
Star Chapter No. 433 Order of Moose are scheduled to meet
the Eastern Star will be at 7:30 at 8 p.m. at the lodge hall,
p.m. at the lodge hall. An North 16th Street.
initiation will be held.
Garden Department,
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Choir will Murray Woman's Club, will
have a practice at the home of have a "Helping Hands"
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Bridge Workshop at 1:30 p.m.
at the club house.
Whitnell at 7 p.m.

Adult
Great
Books
Discussion Group will meet at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center, North
7th and Olive Streets. This is
open to all persons with
emotional
or
nervous
problems.

Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens including
devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
Library program and board
meeting at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
noon, and visiting at 1 p.m.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. at the
'Immanuel Lutheran Church,
15th and Main Streets: For
information call 759-1792 or
753-9261.

Wednesday,February 28
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.

Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the social hall
of the First United Methodist
Church. Carolyn Reagan will
present the third lesson in a
series of six on Yoga. This is
open to all single adults, 18
years of age or older.
The League of Women
Voters will present an "Urban
Problems" program at 8 p.m.
at the City Hall. The public is
invited.
Reservations for the Ladies
Day Luncheon for Wednesday
at noon at the W ray Country
Club should 1- nade today by
calling th, aincheon chairman,Betty Jo Purdom.
Life and Learning courses
on Securities and Investing—
How It Affects You, and on
Amateur Radio License-Advanced Class will open
today at Murray State
University.

Non-denominational Bible
Study will be held in Room 205,
Roy Stewart Stadium, at 7:30
p.m. Persons are asked to
bring their Bibles.

I•J

Legion of Mary will meet at
1:30 p.m. in the rectory of St
Leo's Catholic Church.

dli
vas
th4

County
Murray-Calloway
Community Theatre will have
Michael Oleksy will give an its second anniversary dinnerinformal talk on the Senior theatre at the Murray Jaycee
Citizens Greenhouse and its Center at6 p.m.
programs at the Douglas
Calloway County Library
Center at 12 noon.
Board of Directors are
Mrs. Emily Wolfson will be scheduled to meet at 5:30 p.m.
available to assist artists
interested in painting with
Mrs. Roberta Tarry will
watercolors at 1 p.m. at the have
some
available
Murray Art Guild. This is open literature on how to paint all
to members only.
sorts of metals with oil paints
at 1 p.m. at the Murray Art
Thursday, March 1
*Boat Show,sponsored by the Guild. This is open to memHappy Holiday Travel, Inc., bers only.
will be held at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
SAVE WHIPPED CREAM
Center from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Waste not, want not, when it
comes to whipped cream. If
Ellis Center will be open
you don't use all of it, store,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
covered in the refrigerator,
activities by the Murray
then re-whip with chilled
Senior Citizens. For inbeaters. The Volume will be
formation call 753-0929.
slightly less than the first
time, but, in most cases, it will
Knights of Columbus will
be as stiff as originally, after
meet at 7:30 p.m. in Gleason
one or two days.
Hall, North 12th Street.

Second annual Community
and
Park
Recreation
Workshop, sponsored by
Western Kentucky University -Central
'
and Land Between the Lakes
—
will be at Brandon S ring
Group Camp, LBL. For information call 924-5602, extension 238.
Three members of the
Central Office of the Calloway
Tuesday,February 27
County Board of Education
German film, directed by were featured on the program
Fritz Lang, and introduced by at the meeting of the SouthMilton Grimes, professor of west Calloway Elementary
Foreign Languages, will be School Parent-Teacher Club
shown at the Murray State held on Tuesday, Feb. 20, at
University Student Center the school.
Auditorium, at 2:30 p.m. and 7
Dr. Jack Rose, superinp.m.
tendent, spoke briefly on the
new middle school, the policy
Tuesday,February 27
Faculty recital by Henry on limiting contracts for nonBannon, tenor, will be at 8:15 resident pupils with the
p.m. in the Farrell Recital Murray Board, the possibility
Hall, Fine Arts Center, of moving kindergartens to
the elementary schools, and
Murray State University.
cited the high quality of applicants for the principalship
Eva Wall Mission Group of
Southwest.
Memorial Baptist Church will at
Mrs. Joanna Adams, foods
Modelle
meet at the home of
discussed the food
supervisor,
Miller at 2 p.m.

Office Members
Speak, SouthwestPTC
program. She noted the
success of the "pay by day"
and "optional serving line."
Mrs. Adams said over 90 per
cent of the students at South-,
west eat in the cafeteria.
Mrs.
Joy
Waldrop,
psychometrist, touched on the
Pre-School Screening, House
Bill 92, and Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills, pointing
out that Calloway County
students were significantly
higher than Kentucky and
ntional norms.
Following the presentations
was a question and answer
period. Dinah Westerman,
president, presided at the
meeting.
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Dexter Senior Citizens are
scheduled to meet at the
Dexter Center at 10 a.m.

One Day Film Processing

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
WOW,will meet at the home of
Jean
Richerson,
1602
Parklane, at 7:30 p.m.
Members are to bring items
for the baby layettes and also
magazines for the Red Cross
projects.

Artcraft
Photography

•Portraits.Weddings.Frames

118 So. 12th

753-00:15

Re-Opening
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*Thursday, March 1*

Sue 84c Charlie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
Open 1 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Highway
68 & 80
At Aurora
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Elm Grove BtV
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Juanita Lee
bathe for the regular monthly
meeting of the Baptist Women
of the Elm Grove Baptist
Church held on Tuesday, Feb.
13, at 10 a.m. with fifteen
persons present.
A workshop was held in the
mission
for
afternoon
projects.
Lavine Carter directed the
program on "My Life, My
Witness" as the theme. Those
Mrs. Carter were
ass St
June Crider, Juanita Lee,
Mildred Cook, Lucille 1Cimbro,
Bobbie Burkeen, Elects
Fulkerson, Tennessee
Outland, Norma Wilkins, and
Letha Cossey. Prayer was led
by Zella Futrell.
June Crider gave the
DRAWING WORKSHOP — Dale Leys, left, Murray State University art instructor,
devotion and read scripture
directed the drawing workshop held Saturday, Feb. 17, at Murray High School for adfrom I Thessalonians 4:1-12.
vanced and gilted art students. Students learned drawing techniques that can improve
Mrs. Crider led in prayer for
they wock, Lrys who attended the former Layton School of Art and the University of
the missionaries having birthdays on that day.
Wisconsin showed examples of drawings and slides of his own personal work and that
Presiding at the meeting
of his university students. Shown,left to right, are Leys, Gary Morton, David Boyd, Debi
Burkeen,
Bobbie
was
Henry, Shannon Christopher and Missy Tibbs, models, Natalie Simpson, and Kevin
minutes
the
with
president,
Cole. Betty Scott, art instructor at Murray High School, was hostess for the workshop in
being read by Juanita Lee,
cooperation with the gifted and talented program, according to Peggy Brown,
and the financial report given
program coordinator.
by Letha Cossey. Plans were
made for the Week of Prayer
Decay—
Tooth
for Home Missions March 411.
Prayer and blessing of the
food was given by Norma
Wilkins at the noon hour.
Others attending, not
previously mentioned, were
yet fluoridated."
Jimmie Lee Carmichael, Floy
week for 30 weeks each year.
FRANKFORT,Ky. — About
The department's fluoride
Caldwell, Eunice Shekell, and
Studies of the mouthrinse
100,000 pre-school children in
supplement program for preMable Blalock.
percent
45
a
indicate
program
enough
get
not
do
Kentucky
schoolers was designed to fill
fluoride from drinking water this gap, Corum said. The reduction in new cavities
"mouthrinse
among
to prevent tooth decay, acprogram, begun last July, is
cording to an official of the now operating in 32 counties. children." The reduction
increases with the age of the
Department for Human
In those counties, fluoride child until, by ages 12 to 14,
The annual "Kentucky
Resources.
analysis of private water new cavities in permanent
Day" for area residents
"Approximately 2.5 million
supplies is available free of teeth are reduced by 50 pervacationing in Florida,
Kentuckians live in comcharge to parents of children cent or more.
was held in late January
munities with fluoridated
In Englewood, Florida.
age six years and younger. If
Since children must have
public water supplies, and
the water's fluoride level is parental permission to parThe first such gathering
more than 40,000 students in
lower than recommended, the ticipate in both programs,
was held in 1971, at which
rural schools receive fluoride
department will provide
time there were 38 perthrough the department's supplement drops or chewable Corum urged parents to be
sons present. This year
aware...AL .the preventive
_ water fluoridation
the group numbered 71
tablets free of charge through programs available. Both
," says Dr. James
local health departments, services are provided free of
A covered dish dinner
rum, director of the Human
physicians and dentists.
was held at the
charge.
Resources dental branch.
Parents may obtain a water
Englewood V. F. W
Counties may enroll in the
"But a large number of pre- sample kit from the agency or
Lodge, with the blessing
program
supplement
fluroide
_..:....achoolers do not receive individual
distributing
by James B. Pryor, of
enough fluoride because their fluoride supplements in their at any time. Currently, the 32
Mayfield.
the
in
participating
counties
families have their own water counties or by contacting the
Plans are being made
supply or live in communities Dental Branch, Kentucky program are as follows:
next year's reunion,
for
Breathitt,
Boyle,
Adair,
not
supply
the
is
water
where
Department for Human Carroll, Casey, Daviess, and any Kentuckians who
Resources, 275 E. Main, Edmonson, Fleming, plan to be in Florida next
winter are asked to mark
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601. Floyd, Gallatin, Grayson,
the last Wednesday in
officials
Department
Henderson, January as the date.
Hancock,
estimate that fluoride supHopkins, Jackson, Larue;
65
plements can prevent up to
Further information
Leslie, Letcher, Lincoln,
Mrs. Jack Wilcox presented percent of the decay that McLean, Nelson, Ohio, Owen, may be obtained by
contacting Mr. and Mrs.
the program on "Prayer Is A would normally occur in pre- Pendleton, Pike, Powell,
Clifford Adams, 1060
teeth.
schoolers'
at
the
Venture Of Faith"
Russell, Taylor, Union, McCall Road, Englewood,
Two of the department's
meeting of the Faith Doran
Warren, Webster, Whitley.
Florida, 33533.
Circle of the First • United preventive dental health
school
at
aimed
are
programs
Methodist Church Women
Corum
children.
held on Tuesday, Feb. 13, at 2 aged
p.m. in the Senior Youth Room estimates that 42,000 children
in grades six through eight
of the church.
The devotion was given by will participate in the new
Mrs. J. T. Sammons who read oriental sealant program
Frances Drake
her scipture from the fifth during the next two years. The
chapter of Corinthians and program, funded by the 1978
FOR TL'DAY, SCORPIO
closed with prayer. Mrs. Carl General Assembly, is believed
( Oct:.23 to Nov. 21) rne elV•
27,1979
Harrison, chairman, presided to be the first such state- FEBRUARY
A mixed day re friendships.
What kind of day will
and opened the meeting with tuided program of its kind in
Pleasant camaraderie with
tomorrow be? To find out what
the nation.
some close acquaintances
prayer.
Dental sealant is a clear, the stars say, read the may be marred by one who
A memorial service was led
given
forecast
for
your
birth
doesn't want to join in.
by Mrs. Leonard Vaughn for hard, protective coating, Sign.
to
similar
SAGITTARIUS
Mrs. Gladys Hale and Mrs. chemically
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 Wir
Bun Swann,former members. materials dentists use to fill ARIES
or
family
She read passages of scripture cavities. The sealant is (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) eri
4 Important
:
Keeping your thoughts to domestic decisions work out
from Proverbs 33:10-31 and "painted" onto the chewing
Ecclesiastes 3:1-12, and closed surfaces of the permanent yourself will help them now, but don't go overboard in
back teeth, where about half develop. Avoid premature implementing them. Excess
with a quotation from the
diselosures. Check impulsive enthusiam may lead to
all cavities occur.
of
play, "King Henry V" by
carelessness.
actions
or romance.
More than 450,000 Kentucky
Shakespeare.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
kindergarten
from
children,
the
hour
During the social
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) WV,
(
Apr.
to
20
dki;i?
May
20)
parhostesses—Mrs. Lula White, through eighth grade,
Some good news today has
New friends may be exdepartment's
the
in
ticipate
Mrs.
and
Ford,
Flora
Mrs.
your spirits soaring. However,
citing,
but
expect
a
dim
program
Julius Sharpe—served refresh- fluoride mouthrinse
dont get down if someone at a
by rinsing with a fluoride response from loved ones if
ments to the 18 members and
you
bring
unexpected
com- distance is less than ensolution for one minute each
one visitor present.
thusiastic about recent
pany home for dinner.
developments.
GEMINI
Kay:
AQUARIUS
( May 21 to June 201
Favorable developments at ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
financial
Favorable
Are you "ready" to lose work require your presence
mark the
developments
there
in
the
near
future.
Don't
weight?
beginning of the day, but later,
think that because all is well,
some
be
may
there
you can just take o"
If you are, I have somedisagreements as to what to
do with the money.
thing important to tell you. CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) GO PISCES
In your enthusiasm to go
19 to Mar. 20)
At Weight Watchers, we places, don't make travel (Feb.
Friends and loved ones are
understand how miserable arrangements that are beyond
supportive and interested in
your budget. A close one may
it is to be fat
your ideas, but watch out for
be in a grumpy mood.•
carelessness on the job or with
health.
And I say, "There's no LEO
I Kay Morrissey
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
need to be fat anymore."
Area Director
Check over all financial
YOU BORN TODAY are
proposals carefully. A double
quite social, yet selfOn our Weight Watchers Program, we teach you or nothing attitude may leave sufficient. In business, you
can succeed as an executive or
how to eat to lose weight without being irritable you with nothing, despite
favorable monetary inbut your love of
stockbroker,
off.
it
keep
to
how
also
and
arid hungry
fluences.
art, music, and the theatre
g
VIRGO
inclines you to a career along
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) nP%. those lines. You dislike being
Class information: MURRAY, KY
The accent is on comFirst Presbyterian Church
tied down by a routine job and
munications with lovt ones,
would make an excellent
1601 Main St.
especially re childrIft's afpublic servant. In particular,
PM
6-30
Mondays
.
surface
Despite
fairs.
you have a special affinity for
agreements, you're not
a mental career and would
Feel good! exactly in a party mood.
Look better
find happiness as a writer or
S4: Lose weight
LIBRA
journalist. You would make a
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
fine leader for any case that
YOU DESERVE IT!
Self-improvement —' you espoused. Birthdate of
programs go well and you can
Joanne Woodward, actress.
at..t.-eniplish much at work. Lawrence Durrell, novelist;
Don't let friends distract you
RIG/TIRED VRADFMANKS O vV110011 WATCH1118
and Ralph Nader, consumer
-INEi0K1 WOITCOMS ANOS ANY
JI
wiiGNT ov••CMERS INTF/INATIONAL
INC LIIANNASS(T. N
from what needs to be done
expert.
•
-

More School Children Need
Flouride In Drinking Water
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Meat Shortage Not Near
In a meet news updete, a
University of Kentucky
consumer economist likened
predictions of a severe meat
shortage and soaring prices
this year to Mark Twain's
Statement on reading his own
obituary in the newspaper.
Twain said, "Reports of my
greatly
are
death
exaggerated."
Larry Jones, Extension
specialist in the UK College of
Agriculture, said that consumers and others asking
about the presumed meat
shortage can be assured that it
is not happening.
Anticipated per capita
supplies of beef this year are
113 lbs. on a carcass weight
basis — the same amount
available in 1971 and only four
pounds less than in 1974 when
beef production was at a high
point in the cattle cycle, according to Jones. "That's
hardly a shortage," he added.
Will hamburger prices go up
50 cents a pound, as some are
saying? Jones doesn't think
so, pointing out that most
economists agree the price
rise won't be that much.
"There definitely will be
Strong prices for beef, pork
and lamb during the year but
no shortages to the extent
some are talking about," says
Jones.
The economists points out
that reports indicate poultry
production may be increased

CRAIG THURMAN and Mary Leiser provided a demonstration of disco dancing for entertainment at the annual
Sweetheart Banquet held by the Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club on Tuesday, Feb. 6, at 6:30 p.m. A
potluck meal was served. The tables were covered with red
and white checked cloths. Mrs. Rex Galloway is Kappa
chairman with Mrs. Tommy Starks as vice-chairman, Mrs.
Kenneth Tucker as secretary, and Mrs. David Coop as
treasurer. Hostesses for the evening were Mrs. Martin
Mattis, Mrs. Chuck Wynn, Mrs. Allen Moffitt, Mrs. E. W.
Dennison, and Mrs. Kenneth Tucker.

Mrs. Jack Wilcox
Presents Program
At Circle Meet

Your Individual
Horoscope

I

WATCHERS

terworth, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Lane;
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Swann, Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Adams, Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis Byrd;
Mr. and Mrs. James
Allison, Mr. and Mrs._
Harold McWaters, Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell
Buck, Mr. and Mrs.
Jimmie Heathcott;
Jackie Phillips, Bennett
Phillips, Wayne Barger,
Mrs. Pryor Sutherlin,
Mrs. James H. Adams,
Mrs. Helen Speight, W. C.
Hicks, Harold Denham,
Eula Mae Taylor, Hays
Hopwood, Jack Anderson
and Maxwell McDade.

Need Line Director Guest
Speaker At Hampton Meet
Mrs. Euple Ward,executive
director of the Need Line
Service, spoke at the
February meeting of the Olga
Hampton Group of the Baptist
Women of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church.
The Need Line director gave
an interesting and informative
discussion on the Need Line
services. An offering was
given to Mrs. Ward for her
Need Line work. Faye Orr was
In charge of the pregram.
Mary Belle Jones led the

The Gilbertsville
Chapter of Women's
Aglow Fellowship will
meet Tuesday, February
27, at Ken Bar Inn at
Gilbertsville.
A breakfast will be
served at 9:30 a.m., with
the meeting to follow at
10:30.
Speakers. for this
month's meeting will be a
husband and wife team,
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon
Jaco, from Briensburg,
Kentucky.
Mr. Jaco has a welding
and machine shop in
Briensburg. He and Mrs.
Jaco will share how Jesus
came into their lives in
1969.
They are members of
the Christian Fellowship
Church in • Briensburg,
and are parents of three
children.
For further information
regarding the meeting,
call 395-4937, in Calvert
City, or 44 3-6308,
Paducah.

week of prayer calendar with
each member reading names
of missionaries having birthdays on that day. Prayer for
the missionaries was led by
Mary Kathryn Starks. Maxine
Nance conducted the business
meeting.
Refreshments were served
by Mary Belle Jones and
Linda Cooper. Others present
were Hattie Lee Galloway,
Mildred
Key,
Vermel
Crawford, Ruth Warren, and
Dorothy Brandon.

What Others Are Doing • How You Can Help

NEWS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
If you have an exceptional child, handicapped or
gifted, or know someone
who has, you may be happy
to know that there are more
and more things being done
to help them.
The statistics are startling: There are nearly nine
million exceptional children
in this country, of whom
seven million or more are
.---Merre• hen&
half of these youngsters,
both handicapped and gifted, are not served by any
special educational program,
and one million are denied
any education at all.
The hopeful news is that
there are people-65,000 of
them belonging to an organization called The Cfluncil
for Exceptional Children
EC)— who believe these
children deserve an opportunity. And they are making
it happen.
These concerned citizens
— professionals, parents,
college students and oi.kers
—are advancing the rights
of exceptional children
through action at all levels
of government and through
local chapter and state
federation activities. Their
aim is to get each youngster
a free and appropriate
education.
CEC helps its members
serve children better.
Through unit activities, publications, institutes and

others means, cEc members
grow in knowledge and
understanding. Members
become more effective persons acting in behalf of
exceptional children.
The Council also has 12
divisions through which its
members can become involved with their special
area(s) of interest such as
mental retardation, behavioral disorders, learning
disabilities, giftedness and
other phases of special
education and types of
exceptionalities.
To find out more about
what's being done and what
you can do for gifted and/or
handicapped children, write
to: Unit 9, The Council for
Exceptional Children, 1920
Association Drive, Reston,
Virginia 22091.

ONE
14KT.

SOLID GOLD
BEAD
ON
A 14KT.
SOLID GOLD :
CHAIN

'
$249

New in your
neighborhood?
And still searching for the grocery store and more
closet space?
It's my job to help you feel at home fast. As your
WELCOME WAGON Hostess I can supply answers
to your new neighborhood questions and bring a
basket of gifts to delight your family.
Hundreds of people like you in Murray have
called me. I hope you will. too.

n40-

Messagefrom

WEIGHT

7)e.

Mr. and Mrs. Rollie
Lawson,Mr and Mrs S.
T. Anderson, Mr. and
Mrs.-- Lynnwood Morris,
Mr. mid Mrs. J. T. Bucy,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Chinn, Mr. and Mrs
James B. Pryor;
Mr. and Mrs. L. G
Cook, Mr. and Mrs. J. T
Hale, Mr. and Mrs. War
Seay, Mr. and Mrs.
Dillard Lowery, Mr. and
Mrs. Davy Alexander,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob But-

Aglow Fellowship
Speakers To Be
Mr., Mrs. Jaco

Servina Children

'Kentucky Day'Held, Florida
Attending this year
were. Mr and Mrs. Rudy
Rodgers, Mr. and Mrs.
Chiry Acree, Dr. and Mrs.
Frank Richatdson, Mr.
.and Mrs. Warren Holmes,
Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
Alderdice, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Townsend;

10 percent or more as
producers respond to the
market situation. He adds that
there also will be a slight)/
higher output of pork, based
on USDA reports of producer
intentions.

Kiff

.......
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Inge King 492-8348
Mary Hamilton 753-5570

•
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Specials
•

Men's 2 Piece

SUITS

•NIso, Mown Ni'
Tow NEIN Cienw.n•
/ado load
•• 141.% S.N.•
11••,1 F

•
THE PERFECT GIFT!
Start with one bead on a chain...
Add a bead for other gift occasions.
Now you can build a necklace of everlasting
beauty, increasing in sentiment and value....
inexpensively....one gold bead at a time.

Ladies'2 Piece

PANT
SUITS
These Prices Include Pick-Up & Delivery.
•Good Through March 17th.

MICHELSONV

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.

INTIIIINATKINAL

•

753-3852

aPIP/14

4

7534695

tiel-Alr Center
Murray, Ky.
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Social Security
Whose Burden?
The first time around,in 1935,
Americans hardly felt the
initial bite that Social Security
taxes took out of their
paychecks, amounting to only
$30 a year or a little less than 60
cents a week.
Under the circumstances,the
fact that Congress voted to
exempt itself and public
workers from the Social
Security Act—and the payment
of these new taxes—did not
strike people as terribly out of
line or inequitable.
But what about today when
millions of Americans pay out
more in Social Security taxes
every year than they do in
regular income taxes?
And outgo and income of the
huge system, now covering 90
percent of the U. S. workforce,
almost offset each other, so
that everyone contributes for
somebody else's retirement
support. The question raised is:
Should Social Security now
include members of Congress
and be expanded to cover about
8 milliom workers in separate
public retirement systems,
similar to the way that Social
Security and private pension
systems work together? The
Proposal to consolidate the
systems under the Social
Security Act, known as
"universal coverage,"Aalikely
to become a major issue before
the new,96th Congress, which is
expected to bear the brunt of
public reaction to the
staggering increases in Social
Security taxes voted by the last
Congress in 1977.
These taxes rose sharply Jan.
1 and will add $19 billion to
fiscal 1979's payroll taxes and
$22 billion in fiscal 1980. For
most workers the true impact
of the increases will not come
until later in the year, when the

Bible Thought
Chen Philip opened his mouth,
and began at the same Scripture,
and preached unto him Jesus. Acts
835.
If we love the Lord, we are eager
to tell someone else about him.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 26, the 57th
day of 1979. There are 308 days left in
the year. Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1531, an earthquake in
Portugal killed tens of thousands of
people and flattened much of Lisbon
and other cities.
On this date:
In 1521, the Spanish governor of
Puerto Rico, Ponce de Leon, sailed
from San Juan on his second expedition
to Florida.
In 1802, one of the great figures in
French literature, Victor Hugo, was
born.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte escaped
from the exile island of Elba to begin
his second conquest of France.
In 1918, during World War I, German
planes bombed the Italian city of
Venice.
In 1919, the U.S. Congress established
Grand Canyon National Park in
Arizona.
In 1967, five U.S. warships bombed
supply lines and a munitions depot on
the coast of North Vietnam.
Ten years ago: President Richard
Nixon made an unprecedented appearance before the West German
Bundestag in Bonn and called for
maintenance of Allied strength.
Five years ago: Members of the
House Judiciary C,ommittee challenged
President Nixon's assertion that he
could not be impeached except on the
basis of evidence that he had violated
criminal law.
One year ago: The Israeli Cabinet
decided to continue its controversial
policy of establishing Israeli settlements in occupied Arab territory.
Today's birthdays: Comedian Jackie
Gleason is 63. Former movie star Betty
Hutton is 58. Opera singer Donald
Gramm is 52.
Thought for today: It is characteristic of wisdom not to du desperate
things -- Henry David Thoreau,
American writer, 1817-1862.

deductions, instead of stopping
at $17,700, will continue to be
taken out of paychecks up to a
maximum of $22,900.
The issue of universal
coverage almost came to a
head in the last Congress when
the House Ways and Means
Committee recommended that
both private and public
workers be brought under the
system. The House rejected
this recommendation, but
Congress voted to establish an
independent study group to
examine the feasibility of
universal coverage.
The study group, which now
is conducting public hearings,
must make its report to
Congress by the end of 1979.
One of the leading advocates
of universal coverage, the
Chamber of Commerce, of the
United States, believes the plan
would have both short and longterm beneficial effects. In the
short run, the Chamber
believes, the infusion of new
revenues
would
permit
Congress to roll back part of the
increases voted by Congress in
1977.
In the long run, the business
group says,the net result would
be a more equitable system of
protection for all workers with
benefits in keeping with
lifetime earnings and contributions.—Both the -Social
Security and public employee
systems also would be far better off, in terms of future financing, particularly the public
systems which are nortoriously
underfunded for their future
needs.
"We see no reason why any
working American should be
exempt from supporting and
participating in Social Security
which is, in reality, an income
transfer system in which
today's workers are taxed in order to supplement the incomes
of those who have completed
their working careers or who
are widows, orphans or
disabled," a spokesman for the
Chamber, Richard W. Hutson,
said in recent testimony before
the study group. Hutson, a partner in a Illinois employee
benefit consultant firm with 500
consultants who work with 2,000
employers,added:
"It should not be a question of
whether...( but) rather it is one
of how it might be promptly extended to everyone, especially
members of Congress and
federal employees, for whom
coordinated coverage under
Social Security and existing
staff-retirement systems would
assure that total benefits are
reasonably related to a
worker's lifetime earnings and
contributions."
Two questions of paramont
significance face members of
Congress as the vital issue of
universal coverage heads
toward
a
Congressional
decision:
Can
members
of
Congress—who are exempt by
virtue of a decision made when
Social Security taxes were a
pittance—close their eyes to the
fact that in today's economy
Social Security taxes will cost
many American workers as
much as ;1,403 for 1979
alone—the maximum tax due
from a worker earning $22,900
or more. Members of Congress,
who earn $57,500 a year, would
fall into that class.
Further, since members of
Congress over the years have
not had to share the burden of
rapidly increasing Social
Security taexs—they will rise
by almost $200 billion in the
next decade---can they vote the
true desires and best interests
of their constituents?
We shall see.
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Looking Back
10 Years Ago
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Neale Mason, associate professor of
music at Murray State University and
one of the organizers of the Purchase
Area Youth saymphony Orchestra, is
pictured witeMary Jane Buchanan,
viola player from the University
School, Murray, explaining a point at
one of the rehearsals.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nona
Sue Joyce, 23, and William Elmore, 83.
Mrs. Emily Wolfson, Harold R.
Langland, Bobby R. Falwell, Fred
Reaves, and Fred Shepard, all of
Murray, won honors at the 1969 MidStates Craft Exhibition.
Miss Janet Peebles, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. B. R. Peebles, was married to
J. Samuel Housden,son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. 0. Housden, on Feb. 7 at the First
Baptist Church.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
the Mayfield High School Cardinals 62
to 57 in a basketball game. Albert Scott
was high for Murray with 17 points and
Joe Ford was high for Mayfield with 19
points.

20 Years Ago

111EARTIIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. It
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt relay, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I wrote to you
recently to get a list of the
requirements for eligibility for Social
Security disability benefits, which I
have now received. There is one
requirement which I really don't understand very well. It reads: "You
must have at least 20 quarters of
covered earnings under Social Securtty
in 40 consecutive calendar quarters
ending the quarter in which your
disability began. In other words, you
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must have worked five years out of the
10-year period immediately preceding
your disability." Does this mean that I
must work five years in a row within
the 10-year period before my disability
began? Does this also mean that if I
worked 25 years under Social Security
and then did not work for six years
before I became disabled, then I would
not be eligible for Social Security
disability at all? — D. M.
HEARTLINE: I applied for Social
Security disability benefits in
November 1978. My award certificate
states that my determined date of
disability was October 1978 and that I
will receive my first first check in April
There will be no benefits paid between
October and March.It has already been
determined by Social Security that I am
disabled, so why is it that I will receive
no benefits for these months? — S. H.
For a disabled worker or a disabled
widow or widower under the law,
disability benefits begin after a waiting
period of five full calendar months after
the month in which the disability is
determined to have begun.
No, it does not have to be five consecutive years. But you must have five
years (20 quarters) of work under
Social Security somewhere within the
10-year period immediately preceding
your disability.
If you worked enough under Social
Security to become fully insured (to
become eligible for retirement benefits
by earning the quarters necessary) and
then did not work for six years before
becoming disabled, you would not be
eligible for disability benefits. Many
people find this very difficult to understand and are denied benefits for
this reason.

HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
drawing Social Security and we have a
daughter who is 20 years old. She got
married two years ago and has recently
obtained a divorce. She is going back to
college full-time. Is she eligible to draw
Social Security, since she is back at
home and once again a dependent? —
K.D.
Yes, but only if she was not
previously entitled to benefits on either
of her parent's Social Security accounts, even if her benefits ended
because she was 18. This provision does
not apply if a marriage ends because it
was void or annulled.
HEARTLINE: Is it true that any part
of the $60 deductible I paid for Medicare
in 1978 can also be applied for this year?
— L. 0.
In some cases this is true. If you meet
all or any portion of your Medicare
deductible in the last three months of
the year (October, November or
December), then that part of the
previous year's deductible can also be
counted toward the following year's $60
annual deductible.
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No benefits can be paid for these first
five full months. Therefore, the first
disability benefit check will be paid for
the sixth full month of disability.
For those already on Social Security
benefits, and those who will soon start
receiving benefits, Heartline has
written a guide to Social Security to
explain facets of the program which
will affect your benefits and eligibility.
To order, send $2.00 to Heartline's
Guide to Social Security, P. 0. Box
11934, Chicago, Ill., 60611. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.

Objection to the building of the railroad through Calloway
was based on several allying convictions: One was indirect and
originated with other railroads in existence who feared loss of
revenues, particularly for the railroad piercing Graves County,
thus a well of propaganda originated in Mayfield which did not
look kindly on a potential rival nearby town. Directly, the humble
folks composing 95 per cent of the population were awed by the
amount of the proposed bond issue, but were divided as to the
potential contribution to their enrichment. Another segment feared
the influx of an alien population who presumably would upset the
simple balance of social existence of the Anglo-Saxon community
since the founding of the county. The successful passage of the
railroad bond issue resulted in charges of vote fraud by the..
importation of voters from _Tennessee who were charged with
receiving money and whisky for their efforts. Voting procedures
were cumbersome, suspected to manipulation, and conveniently
duped to achieve a majority for the commanding politicians.
Despite the clamor of modern critics condemning the irregularities
of today's elections, the county's forebears were masters of the
art of voting fraud as compared with today. The railroad bond
issue is an ideal example.
For another instance, Calloway County, in addition to eight
other Kentucky counties, refused to report the outcome of the
presidential vote cast in Calloway County when McClellanPendleton received 64,501 votes, Abe Lincoln-Andrew Johnson
received 27.786 votes in the state in the election of Nov. 8, 1864.
The Calloway vote which went unrecorded gives evidence to the
bitterness of the county toward .the Union cause when the war
neared a conclusion as does the state vote, despite the fact that
Lincoln was a native born son.
As unlikely as it would appear today to the modern reader,
a convention was held in Mayfield with representatives from Calloway County to seriously debate the issue of seceding from the Union
In 1881 that portion of the state known as the Purchase. (The Jackson Yurchase land in Kentucky was the only one in which Indians
were _compensated in this state.4.
To Be Contirsued

30 Years Ago
Harry I. Sledd, Murray, chairman of
the Happy ValleY_LtiStriet of the Boy
Scouts of America, was accorded one of
the highest honors to a Scout executive,
the Silver Beaver award, at the dinner
held at the Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah,
on the occasion of the 30th birthday of
the Four Rivers Council.
Deaths reported include Frederick H.
Guier, 90.
Lynnwood Shrader, president of the
Kentucky Future Farmers of America,
spoke at the Father-Son Banquet held
by the Murray Training School Chapter
of the Future Farmers of America held
at the Murray Woman's Club House on
Feb. 24.
The Rev. Samuel C. McKee, pastor of
the College Presbyterian Church,spoke
at the meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club held at the Murray Woman's Club
House. He spent about 15 years in China
as a missionary of the Presbyterian
Church and gave some first hand information of the trials of the Chinese
people.
Kelly Fitzgerald, senior at Murray
State College from Crossville, Ill., was
named winner of the college oratorical
contest held Feb. 23 at the little chapel,
Murray State College.

Jimmy's White House

Jogging Mania Spreads

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
C•PYried,1en

Notification went out this week from
J. G. Chemists here in Murray to their
customers over the nation that effective
March 1 of this year, their adhesive
division will begin full operations in the
Murray plant.
The Murray Lions Club will sponsor a
basketball game between the team of
George Tatum and the Murray Knights
on April 3, according to Lion Maurice
Ryan.
Mrs. Wells Purdom,Sr., reviewed the
lives of George and Martha Washington
at the meeting of the Captain Wendell
bury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution held at the home
of Mrs. A. W. Russell. Special piano
selections were by Ann Beale Russell
and Mary Keys Russell.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Harry Black and The Tiger" starring
Stewart Granger, Barbara Rush, and
Anthony Steel.
Folger's coffee, one pound tin, is
listed as selling for 79 cents in the ad for
Parker's Food Market this week.

By FRANK CORMIER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The jogging
mania at the White House is spreading.
Joining the parade of runners headed
by President Carter and wife Rosalynn
is Zbigniew Brzezinski, the president's
50-year-old national security adviser.
Within minutes after participating in
a presidential review of disturbing
developments in Iran, Brzezinski was
seen circling the South Lawn driveway
at the White House in a blue jogging
suit.
During his visit to Mexico City last
week, Carter not only found time for
jogging but told President Jose Lopez
Portillo that he had first adopted the
sport during a 1971 visit to the Mexican
capital as governor of Georgia.
With its 7,000-foot altitude, Mexico
City certainly provides a rigorous test
of a jogger's respiratory system.
+++
The Carters' knowledge of Spanish,
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conspicuously exhibited during the
Mexican visit, also is inspiring selfimprovement efforts among some
presidential aides.
Frank Moore, the White House
assistant for congressional liaison,
confided that he and a number of his
associates plan to begin taking lessons
in Spanish.
+++
During the Mexico City stay, the
motorcade carrying the Carters to a
performance of the Ballet Folklorico
slowed to a crawl.
Appointments secretary Phil Wise
got on his walkie-talkie and demanded
an explanation for the slowdown.
Ellis Woodward, the president's chief
advance man, replied that Lopez
Portillo's motorcade was approaching
from an intersecting street and planned
to join the Carter procession to the
theater.
After a pause, during which he
presumably consulted with a higher
authority, Wise shot back:
"He (the Mexican president) invited
himself. Let him find his own way."
All the talk about Carter's irritation
at being lectured in blunt terms by
Lopez Portillo was reinforced by this
episode.
+++
During one of his lecture sessions, the !
Mexican leader got so het up that he,'
interrupted a tirade on the treatment of •
poor Mexicans in the United States to
say:
"I confess, Mr. President, that I am
deeply moved, and I shall try to be
more stable."
At least, that's what the interpreter
told Carter.
A written translation subsequently
distributed by the Mexican government
looted Lope? -Fortino as having said:"I confess my emotion, which I will try
to keep under control."
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Season Finale
Racers Edged 85-84 By Austin Peay, End
Slate With A Record-Setting 22 Losses
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By TONY WITBON
Sports Editor
CLAFLKSVILLE, Tenn. —
"You had a great season, John
... It was a pleasure to work
with you," Ron Greene told
John Randall as the 6-8 senior
exited the dressing room
Saturday night.
Moments later, Greene, the
Murray State basketball
coach, greeted Tom Leffler,
the only other senior member
of the Racer squad. "We had
the game won," he told LefBar. "But it's been that kind of
season, hasn't it?"
About the only thing good
about the 85-84 loss to Austin
Peay is that it was the last one
the Racers will endure. The
defeat closed their season with
a 4-22 mark and ended
Murray's conference slate
with a 2-10 record.
The 22 losses is the most in
OVC history, surpassing the
previous mark of 21 set by
Austin Peay during the 1969-70
season.
"Luck?," Greene said in
answer to a question following
the game.. "I believe there IS
such a thing in basketball, but
we haven't seen it all year.

"There's another element in
basketball, too," he said. "It's
called execution, and we just
haven't been getting it in some
key situations.
With the game tied at 80-all
and less than a minute left,
Austin Peay's Cere Myrick
deflected a Herman Boyd pass
intended for David Lowry, the
ball bounded off Lowry's chest
and Myrick dumped the ball
off to Alfred Barney.
Barney hit the ensuing
layup, was fouled by Boyd and
sank the free throw to give the
Governors an 83-10 advantage
with
just
17 seconds
remaining.
''The cross-court pass
shouldn't have been made,"
said Greene of the Myrick
steal."Our execution has been
faulty like that many times

OVC Standings
E Ky.
Kid. Tenn.
W Ky.
Morehead St.
Tenn. Tech
Austin Peay
Murray St

Conference All Games
W L Pct. W L Pct.
9 3 .750 19 7 .736
7 5 .513 16 10 .615
7 5 163 19 10 .615
7 5 .50 14 12 01
7 5 In 1115 .423
3 9 30 0 11 .307
2 10 .106 4 22 .153

OVC Tourney
Pairings Set;
Morehead In
By the Associated Press
Morehead State and Middle
Tennessee
State
each
wrapped up the regular
basketball season with victdries to gain berths in the
four-team Ohio Valley Conference playoff.
Morehead defeated Eastern
Kentucky 98-91 while MTSU
rolled over Western Kentucky
81-76. All four teams moved
into the OVC playoffs which
start Friday in Richmond.
Meanwhile, Austin Peay
inched past Murray State in a
game of OVC also-ram, 85-84.
Tennessee Tech played its
final game of the season out of
the conference and was
trampled 107-70 by East
Tennessee State.
Despite its loss Saturday,
Eastern took the OVC title
with a 9-3 conference record,
19-7 overall. Middle Tennnessee, Morehead, Western
Kentucky and Tennessee Tech
all finished with 7-5 OVC
records. Under the OVC tiebreaking system, Tennessee
Tech was eliminated.
Morehead got 32 points from
Herbie Stamper and put on a
second-half shooting streak to
upset Eastern Kentucky,
which got a spectacular 43
points from James Tillman.
Morehead,14-12 overall, ran
off 14 unanswered points
during a 3Lt minute stretch
late in the game for a safe 9183 lead.
Eastern jumped ahead
early behind the scoring of

Tillman, the nation's No. 3
scorer who pumped in 29
points in the first half. But
Morehead chipped away in the
waning minutes of the half and
led at Intermission 49-48.
Charlie Clay added 20 points
for Morehead while Bruce
Jones chipped in with 15 for
Eastern.
Leroy Coleman and Greg
Joyner combined for 50 points
to lead Middle Tennessee past
Western Kentucky.
MTSU and Western each
ended the season with 16-10
overall records.
"It was a great way to finish
up what has been a tremendous experience," retiring
MTSU coach Jimmy Earle
said. He announced his
retirement last week.
Joyner poured in 26 points
and grabbed a game-high nine
rebounds while Coleman hit
24.
Middle Tennessee took the
lead for good at 23-21 on a 15foot jump shot by Joyner with
nine minutes to go in the first
half.
Western was paced by Greg
Jackson's 25 points.
Winfred Reid's 20 points
paced East Tennessee past
Tennessee Tech, which never
led in the game.
Brian Troupe's 14 points led
Tennessee
Tech, while
teammate Paul Chadwell was
next with 13.
The Buccaneers are now 1610 overall, while Tennessee
Tech dropped to 11-15 overall.

But it was nearly four
minutes later that Murray
took its first lead since the
early going on Randall's layup
to make it 79-78 with 2:23 left.
Allen Mann's career-high 20
points paced Murray, which
placed five players in double
figures. Randall chipped in 15
points, followed by Kenney
Hammonds with 14, Lowry
with 11 and Leffler with 10.
"These last few games was
the first time I was able to
really get in the swing of
things," said Mann, a 6-8
Oakland
transfer from
in
College
Community
Michigan.
Mann also grabbed a game-

high nine rebounds as the
Racers topped Austin Peay 3530 in that department.
"I can only hope that losses
like this one will balance out
for us next season," said
Greene. "It's been long and
frustrating."
Leffler, a 6-3 forward,
scored all of his points in the
second half on 5-of-6 shooting
to keep the Racers close.
Within a seven-minute span,
he scored 10 of Murray's 16
points.
"What can you say? It's
been this way all year. We
always come close but
something has happened to
spoil it for us," Leffler said.
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This Season To Be Last
As A Laker For Davis
The district and regional tournament
is always important to a high school
coach, but this year's may mean
something extra to Calloway County's
Marianne Davis.
The Laker girls coach for the past
three season, Davis has tended her
resignation as teacher and coach at
Calloway as of June 1. Her husband,
Wayne, has accepted another position
in Frankfort.
•
"I guess the tournament will be of
added significance, but we're at the top
of our game right now, anyway," said
Davis, who has guided her squad to a
three-year mark of 44-22, including a 162 regular season this year.
Both this year's and last season's
squad got off to 11-0 starts.
"I told the girls on Wednesday (of her
leaving)," Davis said. "I've always
been honest with them, and I felt like
they needed to know."
Her Lakers take on the loser of the
Murray High-Marshall County matchup Friday night in the Fourth District
tourney in the Murray State Sports
Arena.
"We've gotten lucky the past two
years with the draw," said Davis of the
unique district format, in which both
teams that play in the first round must
lose twice to be eliminated.
Calloway, ranked No. 1 in the First
Region in the most recent coaches' poll,
must win Friday to assure itself a berth
in the regional draw.
The championship game, if
necessary, will be Saturday.

Showing His Stuff
John Randall rams home a shot against Austin P•ay as Vince Fenwick (rear) defends. In front is
Murray's Kenney Hammonds. The dunk was disallowed, and the Governors went on to defeat the
Racers 85-84 Saturday night.

Staff Photos by Tony W1Lson

McGuire Bemoans Errors
After UK Triumphs 79-74

MARIANNE DAVIS
Last Season As Calloway Coach

Islanders Bossy Scoring Goals In NHL At A Record-Setting Rate
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
It is a gift, Mike Bossy will
tell You, a God-given gift that
can't be taught and is tough to

explain. It is a knack, an
ability, a remarkable talent
for scoring goals that has put
him in the National Hockey
League record book.
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this year, and it hurt us
again."
The contest had a rather
negative tone to it — the
winner would avoid finishing
last in the league standings.
Austin Peay finished 848 and
3-9 in the OVC, good for sixth
place.
"Obviously, both teams
were playing on spirit and
their competitive edge and
nothing else," said Austin
Peay coach Ed Thompson.
"But the effort was there on
the part of both teams."
It was especially there from
Barney, a 6-3 senior guard. He
scored a career-high 35 points,
including a 20-footer that
pulled his team even at 80
after Lowry had sank 1-of-2
free throws for Murray with 55
seconds left.
"It was a good way to go out,
especially after the season
we've had," said Barney, who
connected on 14-of-19 attempts
from the field. He helped the
Governors finish with 65
percent accuracy from the
field on 37-of-57 shooting.
Murray finished with at 49
percent, despite a miserable
22.9 percent in the first half.
That showing helped the
Governors build a 44-33
halftime lead.
But the Racers scored on 14
of their first 18 possessions of
the second half and finally tied
the score at 66-all on Lowry's
steal and layup.

Just A Gift
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Right now, Mike Bossy of
the New York Islanders is the
hottest thing on two skates. He
has developed into an
awesome scoring machine
with 50 goals for the season,
tops in the NHL. He has scored
27 goals in his last 28 games
and has just finished a recordtying scoring streak of 10
consecutive games.
"I don't want to sound rash,
or anything like that, but 10
games doesn't sound like an
awful lot. Ten's not that much,
really," says Bossy. "I
thought the consecutive game
streak would be longer than
that."
Goals have always come
easy for this bushy-haired
young man from Montreal,
but he could hare been playing
for one of a dozen other NHS
clubli who chOse ahead of New
York in the 1977 amateur
draft.

Because of their success,
the Islanders were pretty far
down in the draft rotation -No. 15, in fact. That meant 14
junior hockey players would
be gone before General
Manager Bill Torrey could
make his pick for the Islanders. That's a lot of talent to
wade through and Torrey
thought that Bossy would not
be available by the time the
Islanders' turn came up.
"Two things worked in our
favor," said Torrey. "First.
there were three or four good
defensemen available and the
need is so great for them,that
most teams will grab them"
So defenders Barry Beck
and Robert Picard and DOUg
Wilson and Brad Maxwell and
Trevor
were
Johanson
scooped up. And Boss
remained.
"The other thing was that
there were seven or eight right

•-•••••••

wings available," Torrey
continued."All of them had
credentials."
So right wings Mike
Crombeen, Lucien DeBlois,
John Anderson and Rick
Sailing were scooped up. And
Bossy remained.
There was a third thing -Bossy's reputation as a
oneway hockey player. He
could score, certainly, but
could he check? Was he tough
enough?
John Ferguson of the New
York Rangers and Ron Caron
of the Montreal Canadiens
were two who publicly
doubted Bossy's defensive
abilities. So Ferguson, with
two first-round picks, drafted
DeBlois and Ron Duguay for
the Rangers. Caron picked
Mark
Napier for
the
Canadiens. All three picks
were made with Bossy still
there for the taking.

By the Associated Press
COLUMBIA, S.C.
—
"Mistakes, mistakes,
mistakes" is what South
Carolina
Coach
Frank
McGuire figured to be the
difference in his team's 79-74
loss to Kentucky.
And, since McGuire's team
came out on the short end of
the score, it was the mistakes
made by his Gamecocks
during a second half rally that
troubled him most.
"We played so hard, but we
made mistakes near the end,"
McGuire said.
South Carolina managed to
cut a 10-point Kentucky lead to
73-72 with 54 seconds left when
the Gamecock mistakes began
to take their toll.
After South Carolina got
within one of Mike Doyle's
threepoint play, Kentucky's
Kyle Macy lofted an inbounds
pass to teammate Dwight
Anderson, who was streaking
down the floor like a football
wide receiver. He took the
pass in stride and converted it
into a slam dunk layup and a
75-72 lead.
"We called that during the
timeout before," said Kentucky Coach Joe Hall. "We
just wanted to look at it. If he
( Anderson) was open, we

were going to throw it. If he
wasn't, we were going to put it
in bounds."
Seconds after Anderson's fly
pattern, Macy stole a South
Carolina pass and Jay Shidler
added the last of his 20 points
on free throws for a safe 77-72
lead with 32 seconds to play.
"You always make sure
they don't get the long pass for
a layup," said McGuire,
whose team forgot that bit of
coaching strategy at a most
inopportune time. "Then we
made a bad pass and turned it
over.
Shidler, who has hit 66.7
percent of his shots in the last
10 games, tied his career high
of 20 points by hitting eight of
nine shots, all but one from
long range. The junior guard
scored Kentucky's first eight
points and had 14 at the half.
Anderson added 16 points and
Fred Cowan chipped in with
14.
Kentucky
built three
ninepoint leads in the first half
before taking a 37-32 halftime
lead, and held a 65-55 margin
before South Carolina made
its final run.
Doyle and Cedrick Hordg•
each scored 24 points for South
Carolina.
Kentucky, which finished
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regular season play at 16-10,
begins play Wednesday in the
Southeastern
Conference
tournament at Birmingham.
The Cats will tangle with
Mississippi in the opener.
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Racer Women End Slatepi,
With Loss To Governors,
Finish Season At 10-16

Official Plays Big Role,
Says Hargrove, As Lakers
Fall To Fulton Co. 89-58

CLARKSV)LLE, Tenn. The Murray State women's
loss wasn't particularly good,
but it couldn't have come at a
better time for Austin Peay,
the team that defeated the
Racers.
Saturday's 76-62 decision
enabled the Governors to grab
their first Ohio Valley Conference victory since the
women began playing a
conference schedule dating
back to last season.
Prior to the contest, Austin
Peay was 0-10 in the OVC and
3-17 overall. For Murray
State, it meant a ninth loss in
11 games that closed its
regular season at 10-16.
The Racers travel to

HICKMAN,
Ky.
- County matchup. Should the Lakers with 14 points,
Offitially, Clayton Hargrove [Akers lose, they will be followed by Craig.Rogers,
had never seen anything like eliminated.
David Cohoon and Stan
it. "He was the worst official
The Fulton County game Rushing, all with 10 each.
I've ever seen," said completed a two-game sweep
Ralph Akers and Darvell
Hargrove, the Calloway through the First District in Holder, two-thirds of Fulton
County coach.
which Hauove felt his team County's overpowering front
After watching Fulton played its best basketball of line, combined for 55 paints to
County drub his Lakers 89-58 the season.
help the Pilots close their
Saturday night, Hargrove
"Against Hickman County season with a 15-5 mark.
didn't go as far as saying that (a loss Friday night) we
"Even their coach (Steve
the official made the dif- played very well for almost Colson) told me he was the
ference in the ball game.
the entire game. And against worst official he had ever
"But he took us right out of Fulton County, well, the of- seen," said Hargrove. "It
it," he said. Calloway trailed ficial made it hard to deter- really upset the kids to be
39-27 after two quarters, but mine how well we were taken out of a game like that."
scored three quick baskets to playingAnd what of Calloway's
trim the margin to six in the
•'But I can tell you that he district tournament chances?
opening minute of the second
will never officiate another
"Everyone is 0-0 now," he
half.
game. He's from Murray, so I said. "We're really looking
"They he called us for hope he reads this and finds forward to it. We have nothing
walking five straight times," out how I feel about him."
to lose, so we should play very
said Hargrove. "We weren't
Scott Barrow paced the well."
doing anything any differently
than earlier. Those calls killed
fUtTON COUNT'! 19, CALLOWAT COUNTY 58
any momentum we had."
fge ft fle reit
tp
Scott Owe,
For the record, the loss
7 12 11 I 2 4 14
Craig laws
4 17 2 3 5 3 10
closed Calloway's regular
Devil Cases
4 9 2 2 7 5 18
season and dropped it to 6-18
Saba,
5 9 0 11 8 3 10
on the year as the Lakers
!Loewy McC•istso
2 6 1 4 3 I 6
begin preparation for the
Terry Paschall
2 4 S 11 3 3 4
Fourth District Tournament.
Kerry Envie
1 3 2 2 I 2 4
Utak
The event is slated to begin
25 611
11 29 21 58
hates Cs.
24
17 21 51 13 89
Thursday in the Murray State
Whin Comfy - Ugh Akers 12 3-5 27; Darrel Ashler 11 6-13 26; 1111dUnney
Sports Arena.
2-3 11; OJessedet 2 1-2 5; Ms Warm 1 2.44; Certis 1 1-23; Wkete 1 542;
Calloway drew a first-round
Mabee 11 2-2 2; Dade, 1 04 2.
bye and will face the loser of
Caleway
15 11 13 11-511
the Murray High-Marshall
hates U.
14 25 17 1349

Defense Propels Spurs;
Nets Take Battle of NY
By the Associated Press
Diego Clippers outscored the
It was supposed to be an old Boston Celtics 131-116 and the
fashioned Texas shootout, the Los Angeles Lakers beat the
'WICUL. r being the team-Indiana Pacers 114-10&
quick. t .,, the.draw. Instead
Nets 116, Knicks 102
it was the San Antonio Spurs'
John Williamson, who
much-maligned defense that scored just two points before
defused the Houston Rockets.
fouling out Saturday night as.
New York beat New Jersey
"They can say what they
111-107 in New York, came
want about our defense, but
back Sunday and scored 30 as
we just shut them down
the Nets gained revenge at
completely in the first half,"
home.
said San Antonio Coach Doug
'lets 119, Nuggets 111
team
out
whose
to
broke
Moe,
Phidelphia trailed 100a 65-44 halftime lead and went
with 10 minutes to play before
on to beat the Rockets 127-107
running off bursts of 14 and
Sunday.
nine consecutive points to win.
In other NBA gars, the Julius Erving had 12 points in
New Jersey Nets beat the New the stretch for the 76ers and
York Knicks 116-102, the Darryl Dawkins nine.
Kings 114,Stinks 106
Philadelphia 76ers defeated
Kansas City posted its 15th
the Denver Nuggets 119-111,
the Kansas City Kings straight homecourt victory
trimmed
Seattle and widened its Midwest
the
SuperSonics 114-106, the Division lead over Denver to
Washington Bullets topped the seven games as Otis Birdsong
Golden State Warriors 99-89, scored 34 points.
Bullets 99, Warriors 89
the Cleveland Cavaliers beat
Elvin Hayes poured in 31
the Chicago Bulls 117-108, the
Portland
Trail Blazers points, including six in a
defeated the Detroit Pistons threeminute span of the fourth
126-119 in overtime, the San quarter when the Bullets

broke open a close game.
Cavs 117, Bulls 108
Cleveland scored 10 of the
garrit's last 12 points to !',eat
the Bulls. Rookie Mike Mitchell led the Cavs with 24
points, but it was a pair of kty
rElmore Smith that touched,
off the decisive flurry at the
end.
Clippers 131, Celtics 116
San Diego posted its fifth
straight victory and climbed
one game over .500 at 32-31 by
scoring 72 points in the second
half. Lloyd Free scored 38
points and backcourtmate
Randy Smith added 32.
Blazers 126, Pistons 119
Lionel Hollins scored six of
his 29 points in overtime as
Portland snapped Detroit's
four-game winning streak and
climbed to the .500 mark at 3030
Lakers 118, Pacers 108
Los Angeles moved into first
place in the Pacific Division,
one-half game ahead of
Seattle, by beating the Pacers
behind 23 points apiece by
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and
Adrian Dantley.

Wadkins'Shot On 17th Hole
Provides Margin In LA Open
By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Facing a
613-yard hole, a par 5, and you
have a great tee shot with a
driver where the wind isn't
much of a factor, what club do
you take from your bag for
that second golf shot?
Lanny Wadkins just kept his
driver and used it again from

the fairway and got close
enough to the 17th hole to use a
sand wedge to the green even
though he wasn't in the sand.
The ball stopped two feet
from the hole, Wadkins carded
a birdie and that brought him
the championship of the Glen
Campbell-Los Angeles Open
by a single shot over Lon

Alpha Epsilon Rho
National Honorary Broadcasting
Society
presents a

TV Auction
Tonight, February 26
Starts at 7 p.m.
MSU-711 Channel 11.
Merchandise from Local Businesses
Will Be Auctioned Off.
Watch and Bid On:

All Types of
Household Merchandise
Clothing
Gift Certificates
Food Coupons
moreT

Hinkle.
With the birdie, Wadkins
carded a 69 Sunday, giving
him a total score of 276, 8under-par for the 72 holes, and
a top prize of $45,000. Hinkle
finished at 70-277 and earned
$27,000.
"I have lost tournaments
before by hitting high shots
onto wet fairways," Wadkins
said after his victory. "This
time I wanted a shot that
would be low, hit and roll and
that's why I used the driver on
the second shot.
"I didn't want to get stuck in
the mud and even with the
wedge shot, I wanted it to hit
and run," the winner said.
Despite the birdie on 17, it
took a pressure 10-foot putt on
the 18th to wrap up Wadkins'
victory.

Bowling Green Thursday for a
first-round game in the
Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference
Tournament. The winner of
the event will advance to
national competition.
Jackie Mounts, a senior
playing her final regularseason contest, paced Murray
with 15 points and a game-high
.15 rebounds. Laura Lynn
followed with 12 points, and
Marla Kelsch chipped in 10.

MOM PUT 76, MOW SUIT 62
rf
fit IP te
5 14 5
Jackie Mounts
1 15
Laura lyne
6 16
2 12
Marls Kelm&
5 II 11
4 II
Itriagette Wyche
3 6 1 2 3 2 •
Morris
1 6 2 2 2 0 4
Barbara Mende.
2 7 0 0 2 2 4
andy Markt
4125523$
*miens teem
1 3 I 1 6 5 $
lAtwiene Farrel
11211 I 2 0 I
lime LaMar
114 0 0 510
Sherry Maid
11 2 I S I 1 9
Testis
21 85 8 12 51 21 62
Usti,Peay
32 64 12 IS 56 111 76
kettle Psavy - Was Swalfferd 14; Mom Arnold 12; Wean bast 17;
Sense Dliehey 10; Carel Weed 11; C.Saks 1; Sondes Daley 2; Gomm Weakes Regina bid 3; Pit anima 4.
Nalftine: 324r Audis hay.

Smotherman
Paces Lakers
Smotherman
Richard
pumped in 19 points to help the
Calloway County juniorvarsity squad to a 60-31
beating of Fulton County
Saturday night that finished
the Lakers' season with a 15-4
mark.

Junior High
Tourney Is On

Allen Mann prepares to lay in two of his carr-r-high 20 poirts
against Austin Peay Saterday night. Despite his performance,
Murray State fell 85-114 to the Governors in aorksville.
Staff Ph.t

by Tony Wt.I.,on

Metro To
Pairings Scheduled
The championship game
By the Associated Press
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - v..ill be played Saturday at 8
Defending
champion p.m. CST.
•
Louisville is topped seeded
and will receive a first-round
bye in the 1979 Metro Conference basketball tournament, accordiing to Metro
Commissioner Larry Albus
The March 1-3 tournament
will be held at the Mid-South
Coliseum here, with the
winner
receiving
an
automatic berth in the NCAA
tournament.
Louisville, the preseason
favorite to win the Metro
championship, is 23-6 overall
and ranked 13th nationally
after winning the regular
season championship with a 91 record.
Florida State, 17-9 overall
and 773 in conference play, is
seeded second.
Others in the field include
Memphis State (12-14, 5-5),
Virginia Tech (18-8, 4-6),
Cincinnati (13-13, 4-6, St.
Louis (10-16, 3-7), and Tularie
(8-18, 24).
Cincinnati and -Virginia
Tech will open the tournament
Thursday with a 12:30 p.m.
CST game. Florida State and
Tulane meet at 7 p.m.,
followed by host Memphis
State and St. Louis at 9 p.m.
Louisville opens defense of
its 1978 Metro title Friday,
playing the winner of the
CincinnatiVirginia Tech game
at 7 p.m. The second semifinal
game will feature the winners
of the Florida State-Tulane
and Memphis State-St. Louis
games.

The Calloway County
eighth-grade basketball
tournament will go on as
scheduled tonight, when North
Calloway takes on East in a
girls contest to open the action
in Jeffrey Gymnasium.
The boys contest between
Southwest and East will follow
at approximately 7:45 p.m.
Tuesday, the Southwest
*iris will face the North-East
winner at 6:30 p.m., and the
North boys will tackle the
Southwest-East victor. Both
games will be for the championship.
Admission is $1 for students
and 21.50 for adults.

Golena Rucker scored 1;
points for the Governors,
followed by Elaine Swafford
with 14 and Jeanne Arnold
with 12.
The Racers, who completed
their OVC slate with a
mark, finished with lowly 31
percent shooting as they
connected on only 27-of-8:,
attempts.
Austin Peay, meanwhile,
sank 32-of-64 tries for an even
50 percent.

Racer Track Team
Competes Saturday
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. Murray State track coach Bill
Cornell wasn't too pleased, to
say the least, after this
weekend's Illinois Classic.
"We would have been better
to stay at home," said Cornell,
after his team failed to win a
single event in the prestigotis
event.
David Warren finished third
in the 1000-yard run with a
time of 2:10.7, while Alfred
Brown was fourth in the 60yard dash in 6.4. Everton
Cornelious was sixth in the
event in 6.6.
Mitch Johnston didn't place
in the mile run, but he did
record a personal best

4:12.5. Jerry Odlin finished in
4:13.5.
The two-mile relay team,
expected to have a good
chance of winning, finished
only seventh. Johnston,
running the first leg, recorded
another personal best of
1:52.9.
Axel Leitmayr, in Canada to
try out for his country's
national team, placed second
with a leap of 74 and will be
eligible to compete for Canada
when national competition
begins.
The Racers will compete in
the
"Last-Chance
Invitational"
in
Murfreesboro,Tenn.,Saturday.

Take the work
out of looking
for work.
Turn to the Murray Ledger & Tunes.
Each week we list dozens of job opportim for
you.
You save time tracking down job leads since most
employers
realize the value of dawdled advertising.
It also means you stand•much better
chance of finding the job you want.
If you need a lob turn to the No. I
Job Guide in tMs area.
The Murray Ledger & Times.
We take the work out of looking for work "

SUISCRIBE TODAY!
CALL 153-1916

Connors Wins;
LPGA Trying

DORADO, Puerto Rico
Top-seeded Jimmy Connors
beat Vitas Gerulaitis 6-5, 6-0,
6-4 in the finals of a World
Championship Tennis tournament.
DETROIT - Wendy TurBehind Hinkle was Kermit nbull
defeated Virginia Ruzici
7.arley at 71-278; Andy Bean, 7-5,
14, 74 in the singles final
70-278; Fuzzy Zoeller, 70-279;
of a $150,000 women's tennis
Ed Sneed,69-279; Jim Colbert,
tournament.
69-280; Tommy Aaron, 69-280;
and Rod Curl, 66-280. The
After splitting the first two
latter carded a 32 on his final sets, a 6-6 deadlock in tbe third
nine. Wadkins, Hinkle and set was settled by a 12-point
Zarley entered the final round tie-breaker that Turnbull won
deadlocked at 207
7-4.

Wadkins, 29, from Advance,
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. N.C., changed putters after Persistent rains forced
the second round and made postponement of the final
some alterations in his grip in round of the $75,000 1.13GA
the final round.
Orange Blossom Classic
"It was so minor that tcrtirnament. Officials of the
nobody would notice it, but I Ladies Professional Golf
could feel it,"soidttielythfr,.,.4Pls,0001111.311ttt thMliMes
-iifio-Ss criticized his putting unsuccessfully to start the
all season.
third round.
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Indiana State 26-0 And Counting

Sycamores Finish Unbeaten
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By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Bill Hodges just doesn't
t to go to the NCAA
etball playoffs — he
ts to go first class.
We'd like to win our conrence tournament title
because of the bye we would
tio earn in the first round," notes
the coach of the Indiana State
Sycamores.
By winning the regularseason championship of the
Missouri Valley Conference,
the Sycamores have virtually
assured themselves of a bid to
the prestigious postseason
tourney.
The nation's second-ranked
team will go into the MVC
playoffs this week with a
sparkling 26-0 record after
putting the finishing touches
on the regular season Sunday
with a 109-84 beating of
Wichita State.
"We don't feel any
pressure," said Hodges,
alluding to his team's perfect
record. "And therefore we
don't need a loss to take any
pressure off us."
Meanwhile,
Jacksonville
officially became the first
team to gain an NCAA playoff
berth by winning the Sun Belt
Conference tournament
Sunday with a 68-54 decision
over South Florida. Thirteenth-ranked Louisville, the
Metro Conference regular
season champion, also played
Sunday, dropping a 91-76
exhibition game to the
,-: Russian national team. The
0.. Cardinals had beaten 'Mane
95-71 on Saturday.
In a key game Saturday,
sixth-ranked Duke defeated
fourth-ranked North Carolina

47-4010 tie for the Atlantic
Coast Conference championship. But the Tar Heels
later won the draw for a firstround bye in the ACC playoffs,
which start on Thursday.
The Big Ten race was
tightened as a result of
Saturday's action, as No. 7
Michigan State whipped
Illinois 76-62, No. 12 Iowa beat
No. 14 Ohio State 83-68 and No.
18 Purdue defeated Michigan
67-59. That set up a three-way
tie between Michigan State,
Iowa and Ohio State, with
Purdue one game behind with
two games logo.
Elsewhere, UCLA maintained a one-game lead over
Southern Cal in the Pacific-10
race with a 110-102 tripleovertime
victory
over
Washington State; thirdranked Notre Dame beat La
Salle 93-70 and fifth-ranked
Louisiana State was upset by
Mississippi State 65-57.
Also, eighth -ranked
Syracuse walloped Colgate
113-62; No. 9 Marquette was
upset by No. 20 DePaul 61-60;
No. 15 Temple turned back
Dayton 66-63; No. 16 Detroit
stopped Loyola of Chicago 7269 and No. 17 Georgetown beat
Holy Cross 63-54 in double
overtime.
Center James Ray scored 15
points and guard Paul DeVito
added 12 as Jacksonville beat
South Florida in the Sun Belt
playoffs.
Regular-season
champion South Alabama
wasn't even in the finals,
having lost to Jacksonville in
the semifinals Friday night.
Anatoli Mishkin scored 10
points to lead a balanced
Russian team past Louisville
in a nationally televised game.

The Soviet Union built a 25point lead with just over five
minutes gone in the second
half, virtually sewing it up at
that point.
Jim Spanarkel scored 17
points and Duke survived a
surprise four-corner delay
game by North Carolina in the
early stages to beat the Tar
Heels.
Earvin Johnson scored 21
points, handed out 11 assists
and collected 11 rebounds to
lead Michigan State over
Illinois. Ronnie Lester's 31
points powered Iowa over

Ohio State. Purdue beat
Michigan as Joe Barry Carroll
scored 35.
Roy
Holland,
Brad
Hamilton and KM Vanderweghe hit 10 straight free
throws in the last three
minutes of the third overtime
over
UCLA
boost
to
Washington State; Bill
Laimbeer's 19 points paced
Notre Dame over La Salle;
Wiley Peck's 21 points led
Mississippi State over ISIl.
Marty Headd and Louis Orr
teamed for 34 points as
Syracuse beat Colgate. Gary

Rangers Score, Suffer
By The Associated Press
Yin.
The New York Rangers
The injury will take at least
scored an important victory
six weeks to heal.
and suffered a serious loss —
In the other NHL games,the
all in the same game.
Montreal Canactiens downed
The Rangers, second in the
the Washington Capitals 8-5,
National Hockey League's
the Detroit Red Wings crushed
Patrick Division, beat the
the Colorado Rockies 8-1 and
firstplace New York Islanders
the Pittsburgh Penguins tied
3-2 Sunday night. They also
the Chicago Black Hawks 2-2.
snapped a 10-game goal
scoring streak by second-year
right wing Mike Bossy and
held the Islanders without a
shot on goalie Doug Soetaert
in the second period.
But in the process, they lost
their leading scorer for the
rest of the regular season.
FORT LAUDERDALE,Fla.
Center Ulf Nilsson suffered
(AP) — Billy Martin will
a fractured right ankle when
return as manager of the New
checked into the boards by
York Yankees in 1980 only if
defenseman Denis Potvin with
he is found innocent of charges
1:20 left in the first period. The
that he punched a Reno, Nev.,
players' upper bodies collided
sports writer and is on his best
explosively, but Nilsson's
behavior in the future, acskate "must have gotten
cording to owner George
caught in the ice," said Pot- Steinbrenner.
"It's cut and dried,"
Steinbrenner said Sunday at
the world champions' wing
training camp here. "If-he's
innocent, he'll be back. If he
makes a settlement, that's no
2 and 11-6 leads before the
If he settles it out of
good.
Russians scored 10 straight
points to take a 16-11 ad- court, that's the same as being
vantage with just over 13 guilty."
Steinbrenner showed up at
minutes left to play in the first
half. The Soviets had runs of the Yankees' camp for the
first time three days after
10-3 and 12-2 later in the half in
building a 50-32 halftime
advantage.
The Soviets built a 25-point
lead at 63-38 with just over five
minutes gone in the second
half before Louisville rallied
to pull within 71-58, outscoring
the Russians 20-8 over a sixNASHVILLE — The Murray
minute stretch. Freshman
Derek Smith scored 10 of his 22 State women's tennis team
opened its spring schedule
points during that run.
But Louisville could get no with two resounding weekend
closer as the Russians built victories.
The Racers thumped Emory
the lead back to 83-64 with 4:27
(Atlanta) 8-1 Friday before
left to go.
Vanderbilt
6-3
Louisville jumped to early 8- belting
2 and 11-6 leads before the Saturday.
Both Karen Weis at No 1
Russians scored 10 straight
points to take a 16-11 ad- singles and Bitsy Ritt at No. 2
vantage with just over 13 grabbed two victories, as did
Anne Ress at No.4 and Yvonne
minutes left to play in the first
Utley at No.5.
half.
Weis and Ritt also teamed
The Soviet Union, leading for two wins at No. 1 doubles,
26-21 with 8:22 left in the first as did Ress and Becky Jones
half, outscored Louisville 10-3 at No. 3.
over the next three minutes to
"I was really pleased,
take a 36-24 lead.
especially since we had played

By the Associated Press
-LOUISVILLE — In case
.* there were any doubters after
his team's 15-point licking,
Louisville Coach Denny Crum
issued a warning — watch out
for the Soviet team in 1980.
"I think people have got to
recognize that this Russian
national team is contender for
the Olympic title," Crum said
after the visiting Soviets had
belted Louisville 91-76 in a
nationally
televised
exhiibition game on Sunday.
"They just blocked our shots
and intimidated us," said
Crum. "We tried to get it
inside against them and when
we got it in there they intimidated us. They were very
intimidating with their size."
Soviet Coach Alexendr
Gomelski said he "thought
biggest problem for Louisville
would be that I had biggest
center. Didn't understand why

Louisville was trying always
pass ball in center. My boys
know to shoot from outside,
not always try to pass in
center."
Anatoli Mishkin scored 18
points to lead the balanced
Russian attack. Vladimir
Tkachenko, Stanislav Eremin
and Sergei Tarakanov each
added 14 points.
"Mishkin going to basket
made for good counter-attack
to Louisville running game.
Louisville is good team, quick
team. Good counter-attacker.
They also have a good press.
My team was tired at end of
game," said Gomelski.
"Louisville press was part of
Crum said the international
rules used in the game caused
some problems for his team.
"We weren't quite sure of a lot
of things," he said.
Louisville jumped to early 8-

MSU Netters Take
First-Round Wins
RICHMOND, Ky. — Three
singles players and three
doubles teams won first-round
matches for Murray State
before being eliminated in the
KentuCky
Eastern
Invitatation tennis tournament this weekend.
Finn Swarting won at No. 4,
Mike Costigan at No. 5 and

Steve Willie at No. 6 for the
Racers. The No. 1 doubles duo
of Terge Persson and Chris
Leonard also won, as did
Swarting and Costigan at No. 2
and Roger Berthiaume and
Willie at No. 3.
Murray hosts Western
Michigan at the Racer tennis
complex Saturday.

"That's the way
you want
PLAIN
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ON HANGERS
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•

Bossy had scored in each oi
his team's games since being
shut out by the Rangers on
Jan. 27. His streak had tied the
modern record shared by the
Rangers' Andy Bathgate and
Chicago's Bobby Hull.
Sunday night, he didn't get a
shot on goal. Neither did the
entire Islander team in the
second period.

Martin Will Return,
But On Conditions

Russions_13.1-t-U--Oft

at
IN'

Garland's layup with four
seconds left after a missed
shot by teammate Clyde
Bradshaw lifted DePaul over
Marquette. Larry Williams
scored 20 points and grabbed
10 rebounds in the last home
start of his career to pace
Louisville over Tulane.
Neil Robinson and Walt
Montford teamed for 37 points
to lead Temple over Dayton.
Earl Cureton scored 20 points
to pace Detroit over LoyolaChicago. Georgetown beat
Holy Cross on Eric Smith's
clutch basket in the second
overtime.

Martin's surprise appearance
in which the former manager
said he wanted to iron out
details of his scheduled return
for the 1980-81 seasons.

Martin has not signed a
formal contract, although
Steinbrenner
dramatically
announced his return last July
30, five days after his tearful
resignation in a Kansas City
hotel.
Steinbrenner has implied
several times that Martin's
future behavior will play a
large part in whether he
comes back. However, Martin
has been accused of punching
sports writer Ray Hager
TAMPA, Fla.(AP) — If all
during an interview last goes according to plan, a new
November.
type of player draft will
commence this June — not for
baseball, basketball or
football, but for team golf.

Latest Form Of Pro Sports May
Be A League Of Golf Teams

only once outdoors since the
fall," said coach Nita Head.
The results:
at Nashville
Murray 0 Emory
Karen Wets d Susan Denton 6-0,
Bitsy Ritt d Charlotte Squire 6-0,6-1, Lynn
Martin d Janet McLeod 64, 6-3, Anne
Ress d Allison Campbell 74,6-2; Yvonne
Utley cl Stephanie Goodman 64, 6-2,
Becky Jones d. Janice Nunn 6-1, 1-2
Wets-RIB d Denton-Cammpbell 6-0, 6.0
Squire-McLeod ,E d Martin-Utley 6-4,64. Ress-Jones d Goodman-Nunn 6-0, 6-0
Murray 6, Vanderbilt 3
Weis d. Jann Maxey 6-3, 7-5; Ritt d
Janet Wetter 74, 241, 6-3: Leslie Crawford
V d. Martin 6-2,6-4; Resa. d. Julie Knight
6-3, 64; Utley d. Sara Clark 24, 6.2 6-0
Laura von der Mehden (Vi d Janes 6-2. 64.
Waisitat d. MaeWelfer 6-0. 6-1
CrIMNIrealiel(V)I. Westin-Utley 6,1. 6it; 30.34feesal. Midas-Clark 6.2.6-3.

Nablus! Basketball Assurance
At A Clam,
By The Associated Press
Easters Cadman*
Attandr Divans
W
L
Pet. GB
Washington
41 19
.6113 —
Philadelphia
34 24
.586
6
New Jersey
31 29
.517 10
New Yost
36 X
406 17
Boston
24 36
.401 17
Central Divans
San Antonio
37 25
597 HOOT*011
33 27
.558 3
Atlanta
33 29
.532
4
Cleveland
26 X
.419
Detroit
2030 117
New Orleans
21 43
.3X
Wester' Conference
Midwest Divisive
Kansas Cit
40 22
.645
Denver
34 30
.531
Indians
X 36
.419
Milwaukee
X 37
.413
Chicago
22 39
Ill
Pacific Divhdin
Los Angeles
X 34
.613
Scottie
37 X
.667
Phoenix
36 26
MI
SIM Diego
12 31
6%
.501
Peresed
30 30
IN
7
Golden State
20 M
.444 10%
Botwnlay's Games
Atlanta 110. Phoenix 115
New York III. New Jersey 107
New Orleans 105, Ck.welaral 011
Barrer 121, Milwaukee 117
Ilendres Gimes
Cleveland 117, Chicago MI
Philadelphia III, Denver III
New Jersey III, New York IV
San Antonio IV, Heasko Wi
Washington N. Golden Skate 1111
Portland 116, Dolt Ill, OT
Kansas City 114, Soot* lall
San Diego III, Beaton Ili
Lae arirelaladloma IN
Genet
No games
Tamils''s Galore
Golden State at New York
Flamini at Atlanta
Detroit at Chicago
Seattle at Denver
Ram at nevi Dime
Kansas City at los Angeles
Philadelphia at Partied

Sanity's Results
EAST
Penn St 50 Duquesne 57
KILTS
Clemson Ii. Buffalo a. 47
Florida St. 90 Memphis St r
Kentucky 79, S Carotin 74
MIDWEST
Indiana St 11119 Wichita St 84
TOURNAMENTS
Lane Star
Seadflaida
F Texas 69 59, Howard Payne SS
Sum Bel
Championship
Jacksonville 68, S Florida 54
EXHIBMON
Soviet Union It, Louisville 76

Transactions
R A.M.:RA II.
A merk as League
MHAVAUKFF BREWERS-51Vwd Jun
Gardner, infielder
Natiowal Leaver
CINCINNATI REDS—Signed Mario
Soto. pitcher, to• oneyear contract
NEW YORK NETS—Invited Wayne
Twitchell, pitcher, for a weft trail*
trial Named Al Onmisideen bullpen coach
ST LOULS CARDINAIS—Stmsed John
Euktham. pitcher. Leon Durham. Brit
hananim, and Kern Meriden, infielder
BAMIBTWALL
Asaarlenn
WASHINGTON BULLETS— Activated
hitch Ropeirk. conter4orward, from the
lajereid reserve IIM. Placed Roger
Phoglity,guard,an the World memo list
MEW
Nu
Ilkidny Lea Irv
,
COLORADO ROGUES— Re. ailed Mik.
Dwyer,lefl wing. tram Philadelphia et the
Amotiew Hockey league and Michel
lachannw. defenseman,from Tulsa at the
petrel Hockey League
NEW YORK ISLANDERS—Recalled
Alex MeKetuiry, left wing. from Fort
Worth of the Central Hockey league
WASHINGTON CAPITALS—Called M
Paul Moivey. kW wing. from Hershey of
the Anorriaro Hockey laasse. Anitnad
Daly Illoolloy. left eft le Nonbey

from land to barbecue grills.
"We'll observe the holidays.
We want to he4p golf, not hurt
it."
Starting in June, 960 players
are to be drafted, making up
40-member rosters: 36 players
If the ambitious scheme
and four alternates on each
succeeds, joining the AL, NI,
team. The organizers expect
NFL, NHL, WHA,etc., will be
to get some of the lower rung
the IPGL.
on the PGA tour, but not the
top money-earners.
That's the International
A player would be required
Professional Golf League,
to pay $10,000 himself, and an
being organized in Tampa,
"It's like observing LinFla., by a luggage salesman coln's birthday," says idea owner must put up $600,000,
and a marketing man. Their man and IPGL founder Ken including a $250,000 franchise
plans call for a guaranteed $23 Roberts, 48, a Buffalo, N.Y., fee and $15,000 per player. The
money would go into an
million purse in the first year.
marketing specialist who has
The IPGL goal is to have 24 worked sales and promotion escrow account for the prize
fund.
franchised teams. Eighteen
are planned for North
America, three in Europe and
three in Asia. If the plan gets
past the first tee, the IPGL
schedule is to include 168
regular games — with 12 going
simultaneously — in a 14-week
season of match and medal
play. The season would run
between May and September.
During the week of the U.S
Open, the IPGL would be idle.

Super
Shrimp Feast
Special$349

Sports At A Glance
College Basketball

Staff Photos by Tony Wilson

A New Draft

MSU Tennis Team
Opens With 2 Wins

NBA Standings

David Lowry (right), is hounded by Austin Peoy's Core Myrick durine Saturday's Austin PosyMerrily State clash. The Governors defeated tile Racers IS-S4 to finish Murray's Ohio V0111
Conference smirk at 2-10.

Golf
LOS ANGELES (API — Top scores
after Sunday's final round of the Los An40= Open Golf tournament played on the
ten-yard par-n Riviera Cantry Club
COWS?
Lanny
W•dkins. MOO
111.73-40-0--776
Ion Hinkle. 177.006
6749-71-70--277
Andy Bean. $14.500
714046-70-778
Kermit Zarley, 114,500
611-7141-71-271
Ed Sneed. $9300
611-714041--279
Furry Zoeller. $9.500
71147-73-70-279
Tonuny Aaron. 17.792
1-760141-2110
Jon Colbert, $7.793
7347-71W-3W
Rod Curl. V.792
73-7341141-110
Artie McNickle. 81.750
7141-71-81-111
Hale Irwin, 15,500
611-73-70-71-3112
Gary McCord. 86500
74-71 4140--311

SPEED SKATING
GRENOBLE, France —
American Beth Heiden swept
the World Junior Speed
Skating
Championship,
winning every women* event
and setting a world record for
each.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers ebe Wye wet

During Jerry's Super Shrimp Feast
you can get 21 golden shrimp, cole
slaw, french fries and a hot roll
with butter...All for only $3.49.
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Immobilized Farmers
Finally Say 'Enough'

Local 4-H'ers Complete Area
Achievement Records Recently
From The Desk Of
Jane Steely
Calloway County Extension
Agent for 4-H
Four-Hers in Calloway
County recently finished their
projects with the completion
of their project record books.
A workshop was held at the
Calloway County Extension
Office for the county winners
needing to complete Area
Achievement Records.
Four-Her's who completed
records are:
Juniors; Funwear, Tracy
Beach, Blue de Champion;
Sirnple Dress, Lisa Mikulcik,
Blue & Champion; Pattern
Magic, Dana Cunningham,
Blue & Champion; BabysitWig, Debbie Key, Blue &
Champion; Christy Mosely,
Red; Anne Marie Hale, Red;
Arts & Crafts, Christy Mosely,
Blue: Mark Bazzell, Blue &
Champion; David Grady,
Blue; Jeanne Thorn, Blue;

Farmers Urged
To Pre-Measure
Set-Aside Acres
Farmers can assure that
they comply with wheat and
feed grain set-aside programs
by taking advantage of a
premeasurement service of
the U. S. Department of
Agriculture.
The service, offered at cost
by county offices of the
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service(AS),
measuring,
involves
referencing and marking out
fields with stakes prior to
planting. .Producers who take
preof
advantage
measurement are then
guaranteed that the fields are
certain size. This is important
in helping them plan which
fields to plant and which to set
aside.
Pre-measurement was
available last year but few
farmers took advantage of it.
In many instances this caused
producers to either lose
program benefits or to destroy
crops to comply with set-aside
provisions.
After planting their 1979
crops, program participants
must certify, or report their
crop, set-aside and other
program acres to their county
ASCS offices. County offices
will announce certification
periods for 1979 crops at a
later date.

Woodworking, Shelly Ward,
Blue & Champion; Anne
Marie Hale, Blue; Bicycle I,
Marcia Ford, Blue &
Champion; Michelle Ford,
Blue; Bicycle II, Mark Bazzell, Blue & Champion; Tracy
Beach, Blue; Knitting I, Anne
Marie Hale, Blue & Champion;
Knitting II, Gay Martin,
Blue & Champion; Foods I,
Denise Randolph, Blue &
Champion; Foods II, Rita
Elkins, Blue; Gaye Martin,
Blue; Jennifer Jarrett, Blue &
Champion; Foods HI, Tracy
Beach, Blue & Champion;
Dairy, Dwain McKinney,
Red; Staci Tidwell, Blue &
Champion; Gaye Martin,
Blue; Beef, Leland Steely,
Blue & Champion; Horse,
Shelly Ward, Blue & Champion;
Rabbits,
Rachel
Garland, Blue & Champion;
Health, Raymond Grady, Blue
& Champion; Growing Annual
Flowers, David Grady, Blue &
Champion;
Indoor Gardening, Mark
Bazzell, Blue; David Grady,

Blue; Debbie Key, Blue &
Champion; Marcia Ford,
Blue; Terriaum, Tina Cooper,
Blue; David Grady, Blue &
Champion; Forcing Spring
Bulbs, David Grady, Blue &
Champion; Desert Dish
Garden, David Grady, Blue &
Traditional
Champion;
Garden, Raymond Grady,
Blue & Champion; Dog, David
Grady, Blue; Shelly Ward,
Blue & Champion; Speech,
Michelle Jarrett, Blue &
Champion; David Grady,
Blue; Raymond Grady, Blue;
PARSENIOR
TICIPATING: Clothing,
Deana Cunningham, Blue &
Champion; Trisha Clark,
Blue; Carla Beach, Blue;
Beef, David Heathcott, Blue &
Champion; Electricity, Rex
Morgan, Blue & Champion.
The 4-H Club is an
organization for young people
and volunteer leaders. It is
opened to all regardless of
color, sex, or creed. For more
information contact the
Calloway County Extension
Office, 753-1452.

Diagnostic Service
On Swine Provided
A unique service has been
made available to West
Kentucky and Southern
Indiana pork producers by the
Murray State University
Veterinary Diagnostic and'
at
Center
Research
Hopkinsville.
In cooperation with the
Field Packing Co., Owensboro, and private practicing
veterinarians, the center is
providing a free diagnostic
service on swine marketed
through the Owensboro
packer.
According to Dr. Charles E.
Herren, the center's service
veterinarian, when requested
by the producer the center's
personnel will examine
carcasses at the time of
slaughter and collect selected
tissue samples.
These samples then are
examined for signs of disease
and a confidential report is
sent both to the producer and
to the local veterinarian.
Dr. Wade Kadel, director of
the center, feels this service
will assist in the discovery of
several inapparent hog
diseases. "Many of these
diseases, such as Mycoplasma

New Ford 23'6" 242
Disc Harrow,

pneumonia and arthritis,
atrophic rhinitis and intestinal
pork
cost
parasistes,
producers a great deal of
money each year," he said.
Special arrangements for
the service must be made
before the hogs are marketed.
To do this, Herren said,
producers should contact
Kenneth Chapman at the Field
Packing Co. in Owensboro. or
the laboratory in Hopkinsville.

PROJECT WINNERS — Calloway County 4-H Project Record winners are pictured
above at a training meeting held recently. The 4-H'ers were shown completing area
record books.

Vinson Issues Conservation
Challenge To ASCS Members
Conservation of the land is
everyone's business, and it
must continue to be the
who
farmer
American
provides the leadership in its
preservation.
This was the challenge
voiced Friday night at the
annual meeting of the Marshall County Soil Conservation
District by Mancil J. Vinson of
Murray and a candidate for
the Democratic nomination
for Kentucky commissioner of
agriculture in the May
primary election.
"Without question, good soil
conservation practices reflect
the characteristics of those
who own and care for the
land," he said. "Southerners,
especially Kentuckians,
always have been people of
the land, and we must take
care of the soil because it
takes care of us."
Vinson,currently director of
alumni affairs at Murray

Spray Supplies Magnesium
To Aid In Tetany Prevention
Research by Dr. James
Boling at the University of
Kentucky has shown a foliar
spray to be effective in supplying magnesium to forage
grasses and animals grazing
treated pasture. Boling
believes the spray could be of
help to beef and dairy
operations troubled by grass
tetany.
Grass tetany is associated
with lowered magnesium'
levels in the blood of cows and
sheep. The condition is most
common in the spring, when
animals graze on grasses that
are growing too fast to accumulate normal amounts of
magnesium in the leaf tissue.
Cows nursing calves or
producing large quantities of
milk are the most susceptible.
In the experiment, conducted last spring, 9.5 gallons
of NMG nitrogen-magnesium
foliar spray were applied per
acre of tall fescue. This rate
supplied four lbs. actual

magnesium per acre. Samples
taken eight days later showed
cattle grazing the treated
pasture had 22.3 percent
higher blood levels of
magnesium than a control
group.
"I would say NMG has
definite potential for helping
prevent grass tetany,"
comments Boling, a beef
nutrition specialist. "This 22.3
percent increase in blood
magnesium should reduce the
incidence of grass tetany
when pasture conditions
would normally cause blood
levels of magnesium to
become marginal."
However, Boling cautions
that the study didn't show how
long the benefit of the application would last. More
extensive research is planned
for the future, to determine
what effect NMG treatment of
grass has on blood levels of
magnesium at various times
after the application.

SHORT ROWS
By Nevyle Shackelford

Buy it your way

...with our machinery money.
Buying machinery tor your opera- erg* arid small Arid were commitours is ted to helping you achieve your
tion is your business
goers lbcnIend that PCA has
financing agriculture Wit re
the flexibility to tailor loan
the farm credit people
terms and repayment to St
Thars our specially
your particular plan We
So when you vs got
hear you Wang. We underplans for machinery that call
stand And with your sound
for cash, count on PCA
leaders in term machinery financ- pens for new machinery and our
ing We understand your needs, money. you can buy N your way

Jackson Purchase PC'
305 N.4th St.
Murray,Ky.753-5602

LETS-TALK. vir-

Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists of the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Gardening has been called success worth having results
the oldest of all the arts and from work.
A garden is an education
rightly so. Two thousand
the
in
appreciation of beauty,
years before the Birth of
Christ, the Egyptians were color and fragrance. It procultivating and irrigating gar- vides a course in the love of
dens. In all ages and countries Nature and being a little
since, people have continued corner of the outdoors,
the art for food and, in many permits a cfoser intimacy
many cases, for pleasure. with Mother Nature than
Actually a garden can provide great forest lands and wide
both and at the same time stretches of countryside can
give. Looked at from the
serve as a school where many
purely commercial point of
valuable object lessons can be
view, a garden is an education
learned by doing.
in economics and all in all, is
A garden can teach more like a wonderful school where
practical botany than a all the teachers teach by
college course on the subject. silent but very effective
With the study of field mice, methods.
Although gardening is as
ground hogs, birds, bees,
plant and soil bacteria, and old as "Father Adam," that
other creatures that inhabit grand old gardener of Tennygardens, it Joins hands with son's poem, never before has
tcxilogy, weather lore, soil so much attention been given
chemistry and the use of to it as there is today. Per.
haps this is due in part to the
tools.
Then, too, through the ever increasing cost and
healthful outdoor exercise its threatened scarcities of food
cultivation requires, a garden supplies. Gardening provides
is of physical benefit. It is the an opportunity for satisfying
source of a good moral educa- that atavistic urge or longing
...4axi-ia.thaLtt .totactiet
in responsibility, patience, back to the land and the
perseverance and that any security it affords.
• Vs

State University, served as
assistant commissioner to five
commissioners of agriculture
in Frankfort before returning
to his native Calloway County
and the Murray State post in
1968.
The West Kentucky area,
especially Marshall and
Calloway counties, he pointed
out, are realizing unusual
advantages because of a
growing desire among the
population to own land.
"For some," he said, "land
is soil, a source of crop
production. To others, it is
simply a piece of the earth's
surface; to some it's a gem
like a keepsake to be
treasured for years to come;
while, yet to others, it is space
on which to build a home for
the pursuit of peace and
quiet."
Because of these trends in
public attitude toward the
land, Calloway and Marshall
counties are fortunately
located in a good growth area
because of the desireable
aspects of the lake country, he
went on.
"These advantages must be
conserved and protected for
future generations," he
emphasized, "and good,
meaningful soil conservation
programs are the best, means
we have through which we can
determine the future of the
area as well as the quality of
our life here.
"The way we treat our land
is a good indication of how we
treat our people," he said, •
"and too often important
decisions involving soil
conservation practices have
been made without a great
deal of consideration for the
long-time effect."

A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture

When buying carrots select
firm, fresh, well-shaped ones
with good color. Avoid
wilted, flabby, soft or shriveled carrots. Refrigerate in a
plastic bag or in the hydrator
until ready to use. Wash just
before use and conserve
nutritive value by scraping or
peeling thinly. Leave them
whole, slice, dice, shred or
cut into strips and use them
cooked as well as raw.

Vinson also touched on the
Importance of weed control as
a part of good soil conservation, pointing out that
row crop production in
Kentucky had increased by
more than 100 per cent within
the past 10 years.
"Weeds cause an estimated
annual loss of more than $5
billion each year in the United
States," he said, "and in
Kentucky, this loss has been
put at $49.4 million, mostly in
Johnson grass, a loss to
agriculture second only to that
caused by soil erosion."
Americans, he said, are at
the place today where they
must realize a new awareness
of the soils and of farm
resources, an awareness
which will reflect pride in the
land in the privilege of land
ownership.

After two snowy,icy winters
that made farm-to-market
roads virtually impassable,
immobilized farmers in
said,
County
Hardin
"Enough."
They organized a rural snow
removal program that, so far
as anyone knows, is unique.
The strike force has been
activated three times thus far,
according to Jack Snyder,
University of Kentucky
agricultural Extension agent
for Hardin County. He calls
the results "impressive."
"After two terrible winters,
we felt we needed some way to
keep farm to market roads
passable," recalls Snyder.
With rural roads blocked, milk
trucks couldn't get to dairy
farms and other daily farm
routines were interrupted, he
explained.
Last summer, when most
people were worried about the
heat, several Hardin County
farmers were looking ahead to
this winter. The organization
of some type of rural snow
removal force was discussed
at a community farm policy
meeting of the Hardin County
Farm Bureau, according to
Snyder.
The idea didn't get off the
ground immediately, although
one of the backers, Ralph
Meredith, pushed the idea
before Hardin Fiscal Court
and through local news media,
says Snyder.
Finally, Snyder was asked
to meet with a committee of
five appointed by the Farm
Bureau Board of Directors.
The county was divided into
four quadrants with a
chairman elected for each
quadrant. This group, composed of Bobby Thomas, Pete

Nolan, David Simcoe and A.L.
Rosenberger, became the
nucleus of the rural snow
removal organization.
With this snail group of
farmers committed to the
idea, from two to six section
leaders were enlisted in each
of the quadrants. ,Total involvement is now around 111,
according to Snyder.
The rural snow removal
force is activated by Hardin
County Judge-Executive R.R.
Thomas since Fiscal Court
will reimburse the farmers for
the cost of operating their
machinery. However, Snyder
says the members may
operate on their own without
reimbursement.
Snyder says the big advantage the organization has
over county road clearing
methods "is that farmers can
get out there so quick."
With their tractors and
blades,the farmers are able to
scrape snow before it freezes.
The system isn't perfect,
admits Snyder. Although the
organization is working
closely with the county road
department, road graders and
tractors and blades have
turned up to plow the same
road, he says.
"But the organization will
become more effecient as
,c)
time goes on," Snyder fee1s4-•
rural
The agent says the
snow removal force apparently is unique. "Nobody
such
any
knows
of
organization," he says, adding
that the program is gaining
quite a bit of media attention,
both in and out of Kentucky,

cood
t*nts

Symposioum On Food
Science Set March 20
processors,
Food
nutritionists and dieticians
will meet at the University of
Kentucky Student Center
March 20 to learn about
changes taking place in the
food industry.
The seventh annual Food
is
Symposium
Science
sponsored by the College of
Agriculture, Department of
Animal Sciences, Cooperative
Extension Service, the
Bluegrass Section of the Institute of Food Technologists
and the Kentucky Meet
Processors AssociatiOn.
Subjects to be covered in the
day-long meeting include the
nutritional value of processed
foods; cholesterol; the role of
the food industry in nutritional
education; pest control in food
handling facilities and food
plant sanitation.
Program participants from
outside Kentucky will be Rida
Ali, senior manager for
nutrition and health sciences,
General Foods Technical
Center, Tarrytown, N. Y.;
Robert G. Jensen, Department of Nutritional Sciences
at the University of Connecticut, Storrs; Daryl Lund,
food science professor at the
University of Wisconsin,
Madison; J. H. Rutledge,
director of food protection
service for Lauhoff Grain Co.,
Danville, Ill; Frank Tangney,

manager of product quality
for
refrigerated
foods,
Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis,
and Donald A. Wilbur Jr.,
president of the Industrial
Fumigant Co., Olathe, Kan.
J.D. Fox, UK associate
professor of animal sciences,
said the program is open to
any interested persons, not
just food industry personnel.
There is $15 registration fee
which will include the noon
meal. Advance registration
for the symposium should be
407
at
Fox
through
Agricultural Science South,
University of Kentucky,
Lexington, KY 40546. Participants also may register the
day of the symposium.

Use only one unit or heat
setting to cook several
things—vegetables, for
•xartiple—says a family ecoiomics specialist with the
.7°operative Extension Service of UK's College of Agriculture. Potatoes, carrots, or
even a strong-flavored vegetable can be cooked in the
same pot. Flavors won't mix
or intermingle if they are
removed from the pan as
soon as they are done.

Farmers
Air
Service
Murray Calloway
C•unty Airport
Aviation
Serving
Agricathir•
hens
489-2218

the Tractor Specialist presents
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FARMERS!
For Up To The Minute

Grain Prices
Call...
Matson Crain Terminal
Port-Of-Murray-Calloway County

Local
474-2295
Farmers
Ky.
Farmers.1-800-592-5409
Nears:I a.m.-18 p.m. Men.-Fri.
a.m. til Neon tat.
EXCEPT MIR.1811TS

Nutson Grain
Terminal

Vallsulrflpsimrs,=Le

saireolar.•

Larry Hoth-Mgr.

The CASE

108 hp*2090
(80 kW)

New 504-cube Case-built diesel. New
"President's Chair." New cab. New hydraulics, new transmission and dozens
more features for your comfort a_rld field
productivity. Whether you're a "Case man"
or not, you should see this new farm
power.. . from the company that builds
nothing but tractors to serve the agricultural market.
•11.4tr Est ;Oh

Si

SN

Stop in. See and drive the 2090

McKeel Equipmentrism
_Co,-111c

503 Walnut, Murray

753-3062
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Masons Complete Fresh Food Marketing
Seedmanship School Potential $12.5 Million
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Mason and Bobby Outland, seed dealers from Murray, Kentucky, recently were
awarded a diploma upon completion of Pfizer Genetics Bask School of Seedsrnanship
in Owensboro. The comprehensive five-day program is designed to provide participants with the most up-to-date agricultural and technological information in the
seed industry. Pfizer Genetics' Area Director of Operations, Rod Hanchett, made the
presentation.

Mason and Bobby Outland,
seed dealers from Murray,
recently completed Pfizer
Genetics' Basic School of
Seedmanship in Owensboro.
The week-long schoolorovides
participants with the most upto-date agricultural and
technological knowledge in
the seed industry.
Among the subjects Mason
and Bobby covered in the
course were the history
development and breeding of
crop
varieties,
seed
management practices fertility, and problems with
diseases, weeds and insects in
corn, soybeans and sorghum.
Mason and Bobby learned
about farm financing, the role

of the United States in world
food production and hedging
of commodities. They also
received updated information
about
Pfizer
Genetics
products and results of
company research.
Since 1977, more than 900
dealers have graduated from
Pfizer Genetics' Basic and
Advanced Schools of Seedmanship. Both schools are
designed to help make Pfizer
Genetics dealers the best
informed seed experts in the
industry.
Pfizer
Genetics
Inc.
produces and markets Trojan
brand hybrid seed corn and
Pfizer Genetics soybeans and
sorghum seed.

To the passerby or customer
who doesn't know any better,
those fresh food stands that
appear on roadsides might
represent a little summer
sideline for a farmer or
gardener.
In fact, those "little" stands
actually contribute a substantial sum to the incomes of
most growers who sell direct
to the consumer.
Farmer-to-consumer fruit
and vegetable operations hold
a potential $12.5 million in
gross sales annually for
Kentuckians, according to a
horticulturist in the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
John Strang says many

Hog Show At MSU Turns Out
To Be Family Affair Thursday
The final competition in the
A second carcass entered by
annual West Kentucky Market Alan Thompson finished
Hog Show at Murray State fourth with a 67.42 percentage
University turned out Thur- of lean and he also had the
sday to be a family affair.
sixth-place carcass with a
Winning six of the top 10 66.86 percentage.
awards in the carcass contest
The Thompson's sixth
was the Thompson family of award was won by Jerry
Union County, producers of Thompson, father of Brian,
800 to 1,000 market hogs each with a 200-pound animal
year.
whose carcass dressed out
The carcass of a 200-pound 66.70 percent lean. It had the
cross-bred animal, entered by longest carcass of the six with
George Thompson, Route 2, 31.7 inches, 1.2 percent backMorganfield, took the top fat and a loin eye of 7.67 incarcass award by dressing out ches.
as the best of 71 animals
Jerry Thompson is imjudged both on-foot and on- mediate past president of the
the-hook in this year's three- Kentucky Pork Producers
day show.
Association.
His
wife,
When dressed Tuesday at Kathleen, currently
is
the Reelfoot Packing Com- president of the Kentucky
pany, Union City, Tenn., the State Porkettes,, the ladies'
animal, which Tuesday had arm of the KPPA.'
placed 12th in the adult
Taking the fifth-place award
lightweight, on-foot judging, was the carcass of an animal
produced a-percentage of lean entered by Allen Frank of
of 69.55. Its carcass measured Frank's Sunrise Farms at
32.2 inches with an average of Guthrie. Its lean percentage
.9 of one percent backfat taken was 67.12, its backfat 1.0, its
In three measurements.
carcass length 32 inches and
Its loin eye measurement its loin eye 8.4, the greatest of
Was 8.0 inches, as compared all the carcasses exhibited.
With the 4.5 inches minimum
Frank's animal Tuesday
tequired for qualification. Ten had been named the Grand
earcasses were disqualified Champion in the on-foot
because the loin
eye judging.
measurement did not meet
Frank McAtee of Cadiz won
this standard.
the adults' on-foot judging
- The second-place carcass contest, Tuesday with 187
was that of a 200-pound animal points out of a possible 200.
exhibited by Thompson's son, Jeff Futrell, Route 5, Benton,
Alan, a student at Western was the winner of the on-foot
Kentucky University. It judging among the youth with
produced a 67.94 percentage of 194 points out of 200. Sixty-four
lean, a carcass length of 31.3 adults and 138 youngsters
inches, backfat meaSurement under the age of 18 parof 1.0 and a loin eye ticipated in the judging.
measurement of 7.41 inches.
For the third consecutive
Judged third was the car- year, the Union City packers
cass of a 200-pound animal donated the loins of the top six
entered in the youth division carcasses to show officials to
by Brian Thompson, a middle be sold to the highest bidders
school student at Morganfield at an awards banquet Thurand a nephew of George sday night.
Thompson. Its percentage of
The 14.5-pound loin from the
lean was 67.93, only one-tenth winning carcass was purof one percent behind that of chased by the Jackson Purhis cousin's second-place chase Production Credit
carcass. Its carcass length Association of Mayfield with a
g'-so was 31.3 inches, its back- bid of $3.20 per pound. Mary
fat percentage 1.0 and its loin Jane McAtee of Cadiz and the
eye 7.7 inches.

Farm Profit Bulletin
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Plan for wet weather...,
When the weather iusi win t cooperate you need the
PTO-driven Lely-Roterraelt enables you to begin preparation
of your seedbeds at almost the moment you can drive Your
tractor without getting stuck
Millions of acres have tested the working principle of the
Roterra‘', during good and bad weather and in all WI:les of '
have
soils Think about the timeliness and flexibility you will
germination,
faster
get
You'll
periods
planting
critical
during
a better crop start, a consistent stand and improved yields
You'll have even greater timeliness and flexibility when you
spray, till, incorporate and plant in the same trip with a
I ely-STIP Systernim It will increase the planting capacity of
smur current tractor and planter four times
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See a demonstration of the lel* Roterra* and the Lely.STIP
System'
You'll learn to save trips and bank on the results

let, STIP
Far Information on Otero yes am arm tire
System contact McKee'lersipeame Tehey.
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1978 Kentucky Pork Queen,
presented the awards at the
banquet.
The show has been held
annually on the Murray
campus since 1955, and this
year's events were sponsored
jointly by the university and
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture in cooperation
with the State Extension
Service and the Kentucky
vocational agriculture
department.
Placing the animals, both
on-foot and slaughtered, was
done by Dr. York Varney,
meat extension specialist at
the University of Kentucky
and who has been performing
this service at the show since
its inception.

THE KIRKSEY ADULT Farmer Class of the Murray Vocational Center held its annual
banquet recently at Seven Seas Restaurant. The meal was sponsored by the Jackson
Purchase Production Credit Association. Pictured, left to right, front row, are PCA personnel, Michael Overcast, Keys Keel, and Richard Price; back row are Johnnie Stockdale, class instructor, and newly elected Kirksey class officers, Jewell McCallon - vicepresident, John Tucker - president, and Keith Norsworthy - secretary-treasurer.

Selenium Permifted In Feed
Selenium can now be used in
complete dairy and beef cattle
rations, according to the Food
and Drug Administration. The
federal agency announced
that the regulation for use of
the mineral as a feed additive
was
effective
changed
January 26, 1979.
been
has
Selenium
recognized as a toxic element
in animal feeds for many
years, and only recently has
been proved an essential
mineral for livestock, says

Gary T. Lane, Extension dairy
specialist in the University of
of
College
Kentucky
Agriculture.
Lane says that selenium
deficiency occurs over a wide
area of the United States,
including Kentucky, adding
that "the deficiency is of more
practical importance than the
toxicity." Deficiencies of the
mineral are most likely to
occur when cattle are fed
forages produced on soils
testing high in acidity.

There are restrictions on
how selenium may be incorporated into feeds, according to the specialist. For
dairy and beef cattle, a
premix must provide no more
than 90.8 milligrams per ton
and must be added at the rate
of _one_ pound or more of
premix per ton of complete
feed.
The restrictions are to
assure adequate mixing and
distribution of the mineral,
according to Lane.

Professional Marketing Makes
Sales Of Timber Much Easier
Selling timber poses several
problems for the average
landowner. Most landowners
have no idea how much timber
they have to sell, they do not
know how to judge which trees
are ready to sell, and they do
not know how to get the best
market price for their timber.
Help for Calloway County
landowners who are considering selling their timber
can be obtained from the
Professional Foresters of the
Kentucky
Division
of
Forestry.
Two main reasons are given
for having your timber
marked.
The first is that after
marking, you know exactly
how much timber fin board
feet) you have to sell. When a
Division Forester marks your
timber, you receive a report
letting you know the number
of species and board foot
volume of the timber marked.
With this information in hand,
the landowner may approach
timber buyers with greater
confidence of receiving a fair
market price.
The second is that in
marking, the forester choses
only those trees that are
mature, damaged, or of low
quality. This means that the
remaining timber stand will
be left in the best shape
possible for future growth
since only those trees that
need to go are removed. This
insures the landowner better
production from his woodland.
For example, trees damaged
in a past fire would be marked
for removal so the landowner
could receive some income
from them before they began
to rot or die. A properly
marked harvest increases
pea: ,.woorilaect prmlucticii
while you get paid for the
marked timber.
How doestrtandowner know

if he has enough mature
timber to call for a cutting?
Again, the Division of
Forestry can be of help to the
landowner in answering this
question. Before a forester
can mark your timber, a
"preliminary examination" is
run on the woodland. This
involves the landowner
showing his woodlands to the
forester so he can determine if
the woodland needs cutting or
not. There is no charge for this
examination. A small fee is
charged for the actual timber

marking which is 80 cents per
thousand board feet marked
and always totals less than
three percent of the final
selling price of the timber.
In 1978, division foresters
marked a quarter million
board feet of timber in
Calloway County. If you have
timber that you think is ready
for harvest and you would like
help from the Division of
Forestry, contact John Perry,
Service Forester, Kentucky
Division of Forestry, P.O. Box
349, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066,
or call the Division Office at
247-3913.

If added to salt-mineral
mixtures for beef or dairy
cattle, Lane says that the
premix must contain no more
than 18 grams of added
selenium in not less than four
pounds of premix.
A major sign of selenium
deficiency is "white muscle
disease" which usually occurs
in young calves, according to
Lane. However, cattle of all
ages may show unthriftiness,
varying
from
growth
depression to a weak condition
usually accompanied by
diarrhea. Lane adds that
fertility in females may be
adversely affected by a
selenium deficiency.
SELENIUM DEFICIENCY.
In research conducted by
the Kentucky and Ohio
agriculture experiment
stations, selenium as an injection or included in the feed
substantially reduced the
retained
incidence
of
placentas in cows fed control
diets deficient in the mineral.
Subclinical selenium
deficinecy, which reduces
animal performance, is difficult to detect, according to
Lane. He says the best approach is to have forages
tested. If they are deficient,
containing less than 0.1 part
per million selenium, he
advises providing additional
selenium in the grain mix.
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growers report they could sell sportation. And Stripe nen
it's a good idea to check
more fresh fruits and
regulations on sign erection.
vegetables than they do if
The College of Agriculture
labor
were
adequate
and State Department of
available. But most fresh food
Agriculture last year started a
marketers are small growers
two-year project to aid farand many operations are
mers involved in direct
family operations.
marketing.
"Vegetable and fruit
Funded under the federal
production is intensive. A lot
Farmer-to-Consumer
Direct
of hand labor is required,"
Marketing Act of 1976, the
notes Strang.
Despite that fact, direct project has five goals: To
marketing is popular in develop a procedure for
Kentucky. A state Depart- assessing local market
ment of Agriculture directory demand; develop a means of
of fresh market growers in the evaluating sites for markets;
growers
with
state lists 336 farmer-to- provide
use
in
consumer operations, ac- materials for
cording to Strang. He says developing production plans;
that figure does not include aid growers in developing
the numerous roadside managerial skills and provide
markets set up impromptu at technical assistance for
convenient locations along the marketing.
For growers looking ahead
highway.
Markets set up at or near to this season, Strang has
the site of production and pick- some timely advice.
He says now is the time to
your-own operations are
common. Farmers markets think about starting seeds for
where a number of farmers tomatoes, broccoli, cabbage,
sell from one location are eggplant and peppers and to
gaining in prominence, ac- order vegetable seeds. If
cording to Strang who points strawberries are to be plan."
out that these markets benefit ted, plants need to be ordered.
Growers should test their*
the small grower who might
not have enough produce to soil to see what fertilizer is
needed and to order fertilizer,
operate his own market.
Why would a grower want to pesticides and herbicides. Soil'
take on the added work of samples may be submitted to•
county agricultural Extension
marketing his produce?
"Fresh market fruits and agents for analysis, reminds
vegetables
offer
the Strang.
The horticulturist says it's a
possibility of a high cash
return for a small in- good idea to diversify roadside
vestment," says Strang. He market offerings to appeal to
explains that about 33 cents of a wide range of customers. He
every vegetable and fruit lists top sellers at farrner-todollar spent in a retail store go consumer markets as apples,
to the grower, with the rest peaches, strawberries, plums,
sweet corn, tomatoes, peppaying for marketing.
• So, in direct marketing, the pers, cucumbers and snap
grower gets more of that beans.
If a location is not very
dollar. However, Strang
points out that the grower also good, growers should consider,
bears the risk of.not being able spending more on advertising .
to sell his produce, as well as says Strang. But he adds that
the risk of disease and insect most sales will be to
customers living in a 25-mile
damage at the stand.
There also are other con- radius of the market. "They
siderations for the fresh food generally don't drive that
much farther."
marketer.
Finally, Strang advises
Strang says roadside
markets and "U-pick" direct market growers who
operations
need
corn- want to be listed in the state
prehensive and liability in- agriculture department's
Fruit
and
surance coverage — not a "Kentucky
homeowners policy. The cost Vegetable Directory" to
county
varies, but insurance runs contact _ their
$100 to $150 a year, he —agricultural- Extension
agents.
estimates.
ALso, health laws regulate
the amount of pesticides
present on produce at the time
of sale and pesticides which
may be used to control insects
around produce stands, says
Strang.
Finally, the construction of
buildings or construction of a
new entrance from the highway might require permits
from local planning and
zoning agencies or the state
Department
of
Tran-
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A Conaurnor Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture

When you don't have an
ingredient your recipe calls
for, you can sometimes find
or figure out a substitute,
according to food specialists
with the UK College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service. For instance,
instead of a cup of buttermilk
or sour milk, "doctor up". a
cup of fresh milk, reconstituted dry milk or evaporated
milk by adding a tablespoon
of vinegar or lemon juice. Let
it stand at least five minutes
before using.
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture

Your county Extension
agent for home economics
has much information-free
for the asking-on planning
low-cost menus for your
family's meals and on how to
save money_ st_ tJieocey
store. Check witli her if you
need advice on stretching
your food dollar.

Home
is no place for
your valuables...
e

—Not with Ikheehrs
guarantowl price program!
Heiriold's Guaranteed Hog Price Program lets you lock In the
price you'll receive for hogs weeks and months In advance of
marketing time. Helnold guarantees the price you'll recalve I
You don't have to worry about a drop In the cash market—or

It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are? Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking about important papers, jewelry and other irreplacables ... why chance it? By keeping
your valuables in a Safe Deposit
Box, you'll have the security of
knowing they're protected from
theft, misplacement or damage
for just pennies a day!

in your profits. For more Information,

CALL COLLECT 502-623-6304
Stave Cunningha,m
Fancy Farm
Plaed leader pigs/ Ask your Hainold Manager

Bank of Murray
FDIC
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Peking Sources Predict Big
Offensive In Vietnam War
By DENIS D. GRAY
Associated Press Writer
BANGKOK, Thailand I API
— Sources in Peking predict a
big Chinese offensive in the
Vietnam border war in a few
days, Japan's Kyodo news
service reported, while Hanoi
claimed China is sending in
more reinforcements after
losing 4,000 troops in four
Vietnamese counter-attacks.
Kyodo said sources in the
Chinese capital told it the goal
of the intensified "punitive
action" against Vietnam
would be to destroy at least
one Vietnamese army division
and military bases and artillery emplacements near the
border.
But British reporters in

Peking said Vice Premier
Wang Chen told them the
Chinese invasion force would
not try to advaat, down the
Red River valley toward
Hanoi.
Kyodo said Peking Radio
reported Chinese troops had
engaged Vietnamese army
regulars in hand-to-hand
fighting near the village of
Dong Dang, seven miles from
the key northeast town of
Lang Son. The broadcast said
a Chinese battalion overran
five hilltop position near Dong
Dang but gave no casualty
figures and did not say when
the battle occurred.
Hanoi Radio claimed
counterattacking troops killed
almost 4,000 Chinese and
destroyed 160 tanks in
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weekend battles. It claimed a
total of 16,000 Chinese killed
since the invasion began Feb.
17.
There was no way of
verifying the claims of either
side, but intelligence sources
in Bangkok believe the
Vietnamese casualty figures
are exaggerated.
Hanoi said Vietnamese
forces counter-attacked at
Tan Lang, in Lai Chau
province northwest of Hanoi;
at Thanh Thuy, in Ha Tuyen
province north of the capital;
in the Tong Dang district of
Lang Son and along east-west
Highway 4, which parallels
the border in Cao Bang and
Lang Son provinces.
Intelligence specialists in
Washington say about 75,000
Chinese troops appear to have
driven up to 20 miles into
Vietnam in places but the
average penetration of the
offensive is put at 12-15 miles.
At the start of the invasion,
U.S. sources said China had
about 225,000 men massed on
the border.
On the diplomatic front, the
U.N. Security Council debated
China's invasion of Vietnam
and Vietnam's invasion of
Cambodia for the third day in
New York. Representatives of
Indonesia,
Thailand,
Malaysia, Singapore, the
Philippines and Japan joined
the Western powers in calling
for an end to the fighting
between Vietnam and China.
However, the United States
and its allies were still unable
to draw up a resolution that
would not be vetoed by
Chinese or by the Soviet
Union, Vietnam's ally. The
council debate was suspended
until Tuesday.
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By THOMAS KENT
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The
execution of another official of
Shah
Mohmmad
Reza
Pahlavi's secret police and
public floggings for violators
of Islamic law .were reported
today.
The newspaper Andegan
reported that Mohammad
Hossein Nader', the secret
police's torture expert in the
central city of Isfahan, was
brought to Tehran and
executed by a firing squad
Sunday night.
There was no confirmation
of the report from "aides of
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini,
whose security committee has
executed eight generals and a
police commander accused of
setting a theater fire that
killed hundreds in Abadan last
year.
Two other police officers
were reported shot by firing
squad Feb. 19 in Najafabad,
central Iran, for killing antishah demonstrators. There
have been unconfirmed
reports of other executions by
vigilante groups.
Execution sentences have
been passed by special
revolutionary tribunals set up
by Khomeini. The ancient
tradition of public floggings
for violations of Moslem law
has been revived by Islamic
courts. They have been administering justice under the
supervision of local religious

By The Assoclated Press
Weekend- traffic accidents
highways
Kentucky
on
claimed six lives, pushing the
state's toll for the year to 96, 42
more than were killed through
the same period last year.
Mary Eleanore Carpenter,
39, of Louisville died early
Sunday when the car in which
she was riding was struck by
another car, police said. The
accident occurred on Seventh
Street Road in Louisville.
Donnie Nations,24, of Mount
Eden, was killed SatuniaY
night in a crash on Kentucley
31 in Bullitt County, police
said. At least two other per-
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iraders and applying Moslem
law
Khomeini's
since
revolution was victorious on
Feb. 11.
Press reports said a large
crowd in the city of Zanjan.
180 miles north of Tehran,
looked on Sunday as a thief
was given 25 lashes for
breaking into a widow's house.
A crowd of 5,000 turhed out in
the eastern city of Kerman
when two youths got 30 lashes
each for drinking liquor. In
Yasooj, two men got 80 lashes
each for drinking.
Tehran Radio reported
Sunday that Khomeini called
on foreign nations for the
delivery of former Prime
Minister Shahpour Etakhtiar,
indicating that he had escaped
abroad.
Bakhtiar, a longtime opponent of the shah who tried
unusccessfully to stem the
Khomeini revolution by
getting the ruler to agree to a
limited monarchy, disappeared after he resigned Feb.
11. He was reported under
arrest or under the protective
custody of his successor and
former political ally, Prime
Minister Mehdi Bazargan.
Khomeini's aides staged a
show of force Sunday to
counter leftist guerrilla
groups challenging the conservatism of his revolution.
Some 2,000 troops of the new
National Guard marched
through Tehran shouting
"Long live Khomeini!"

State Weekend Traffic
Crashes Claim Six Lives
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sons were injured in the crash.
Lisa Rena Creech, 13, of
Somerset, was killed Saturday
when she was struck by a
passing vehicle while walking
along U.S. 27 about 2ut miles
south of Somerset, officers
said.
Imogene Blevins, 52, of
Means, Ky., was killed
Saturday in a two-car crash on
U.S. 460 about a mile west of
Frenchburg in Menifee
County.
Two Boyle County brothers
were killed early Saturday in
a fiery crash on Kentucky 33,
five miles north of Danville.
Police said Paul J. Frey, 24,
and Stephen J. Frey, 28, were
killed when their car left the
fog-covered road, apparently
hit a rock, overturned and
burst into flames.
In a traffic accident not
included in the Kentucky
weekend count, a 26-year-old
Scottsville, Ky., woman was
killed and her husband was
injured Saturday night at
Hendersonville, Tenn.
Authorities said Marlene
Shipley was dead at the scene.
Two other persons were taken
to a Gallatin, Tenn., hospital.
The accident occurred on U.S.
31-E.
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Another Shah Official, WRY DRY IS SALE DRY
Executed Today In Ira

"M," the 1930 German
classic directed by Fritz Lang
and starring Peter Lorre, will
be shown at Murray State
University on Tuesday, Feb.
27, as the fifth program of the
International Film Festival.
Two showings of the 99minute film are scheduled in
the auditorium of the Student
Center—the first at 2:30 p.m.
and the second at 7 p.m. The
afternoon program will be a
showing of the film only, while
the evening program will also
Include an introduction and a
panel discussion at the film's
conclusion.
The International Film
Festival consists of a series of
eight films from eight different countries to be
presented at no charge during
1978-79 as a community service. Each film deals with
important social, political,
and-or family issues.
The Festival is funded in
part by a grant awarded by
the Kentucky Humanities
Council to two Murray State
faculty memillbrs — Helen
Roulston, assistant professor
of English, and Dr. William
Fletcher, assistant professor
of foreign languages.
Milton
Grimes,
Dr.
assistant professor of German, will give a brief introduction to the Tuesday
evening film and moderate the
panel discussion. Other
panelists will be Dr. Kenneth
Wolf, associate professor of
-history, and air, Kent
Forrester, associate professor
of English.

The City of Murray will accept bids to
purchase two, /
1
2 ton pick-up trucks for
the use of the Murray Water and Sewer
System. Specifications are available at
the office of the City Clerk, 5th and
Poplar Street, Murray Kentucky. Bids
are to be delivered to the Clerks Office by
5:00 p.m. Wednesday, March 7, 1979. The
Murray City Council reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or to reject
any or all bids.
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
L.D. Miller, Executor, of the
estate of Frances Miller,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before March 7, 1979,
the date of hearing. Frances
W. Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed.in the
Calloway district court by
Udell Erwin, Executor, of
the estate of C.E. Erwin.
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before March 7, 1979,
the date of hearing. Frances
W. Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Lona
Mae
Geurin,
Administratrix, of the estate
of Elisha B. Williams,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before March 7, 1979,
the date of hearing. Frances
W. Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of accounts has been filed in the
Calloway district court by
Frank Albert Overbey,
Administrator, of the estate
of Ruel Frank Overbey,
deceased. Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in
the Calloway district court
on or before March 7, 1979,
the date of hearing. Frances
W. Shea, Clerk.
A FINAL settlement of ac
counts has been filed in the
Calloway district coull by
Bobby Boyd and Patricia
Boyd, Co Administrators, of
the estate of Ronnie Earl
Boyd, deceased. Exceptions
to this settlement must be
filed in the Calloway district
court on or before March 7,
1979, the date Of hearing_
Frances W. Shea, Clerk.
NOTICE TO Creditors. The
following estate fiduciary
appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court. All claims
against these estates should
be filed with the fiduciary
within six months of date of
qualification.
Larry Benjamine Norsworthy, Route 5, Murray,
KY, deceased. Larry Norswortby and Janice Norsworthy, Route 5, Murray,
KY, Co-Administrators.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk.

2. NOTICE

FREE STORE. 759-4600.

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Peels

442-9747
padm004.
IS LOVE." There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
Our phone is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
God; Not A Tape. Call 7594600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL-FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
WSJ P-AM, Sundays at 12:30.

"GOD

MURRAY
REMODELING
Nemo Improvements
I Restorations

12. INSURANCE

7534167

I

Spring Fever? Then
choose from over 3000
paint

Decor

colon

at

Store.

the

Bei-Air

Center.

WHAT WE do best is care.
Needline, 753-6333.
5. LOST & FOUND

2. NOTICE
ENGLISH

SMOCKING
lessons every Monday
morning
9:00
-11:30.
Carolyn's Fabrics, Mineral
Wells Ave., Paris, TN

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
Is A Specialty At

Starks Nardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!
Responsible
maple
would like to buy on
land contract or rent
with option to bey, or
will consider acreage
with house, preferably
close to town. Reply to
P.O. Box 864, Murray,
KY 42071.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
' submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
publication.

1

FREE STORE. What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts
What does it do? It gives
anyone who are unable to
buy the necessaties of life,
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can you do that free?

By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will The

merchants so far contacted,
been overwhelmingly
receptive to this form of
charity to the people who
have a real need We are a
non profit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reclepts for con
tributions and donations
when needed for tax pur
poses Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759 4600, Bible Facts,
located on Cherry Corners,
Pottertown Road.have

Swabs me mod
hpart
Tr. awl Maw's. (Car =ea
111111104d
, 222 S. 121b

1011411
753-SUS

ATTENTION . MERRI Mac
needs supervisors and
demonstrators to sell our
guaranteed line of toys and
gifts on home party plan.
Compare our program!
You'll see why Merri-Mac is
the leader in the industry.
Experienced dealers may
Qualify for Free Kit and
more!! Call collect now for
details: Ann Baxter, (319)
5568861 or write Merri-Mac,
801 Jackson, Dubuque, IA
52001.
HELP WANTED. Step up to
a career sales opportunity
international
an
with
orginization. Be guarenteed
up to $1000 the first month to
start. Sale and service
business and professional
people, hospitalization, and
many other fringe benefits.
Must be over 21, bondable,
excellent character, call for
an appointment Monday 1
pm to 7 pm, Tuesday and
Wednesday 9 am to 7 pm, Mr.
Parrott, 442-7341. An equal
opportunity employer.
JOBS AVAILABLE, age 1725 to learn electronics, over
$121 per week. Excellent
training schools, room and
board, medical. I will hire
three in March high school
grad or seniors only. Call
Navy (502) 753-6439.
MOTHER'S HELPER, 8:00
till 5:00 Monday thru Friday
this summer. Furnish own
transportation. Locust Grove
area. References please. 753°861 after 5:00 PM and before
9:00PM.
MAINTANCE MAN, full or
part time, days. Apply at
Regale Inn.
NEED RETIRED man for
part time job. Call 753-8085.
NOW TAKING applications
for waitresses, day shift,
apply in person only. Hungry
Bear, 1409 Main St.
PART TIME, full time
Positions opening soon in
your area. Earn $6 to $8 Per
hour, must be 18, car and
phone required. For interview apply at Gutherie
Building, Suite 4A, 517
Broadway, Paducah,
Monday through Wednesday.
SERVICE SECRETARY,
typing required, pays $2.90
per hour, insurance program
after 90 days. Contact Olvie
Mathis, Service Manager,
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, 7532617 days, 437-4139 nights.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
DESIRE TO sell stock in
established sales and service
business. Interested party
can make weekly income,
plus dividends, prefer
working partner. Reply to
P.O. Box 32 B.
--

LOST! Brown and
white britony bird dog
that answers to the
name
of
Dolly.
Reward offered for
return. 759-4084.
LONG AGNER leather coat
size 14 was mistaken for
same type coat in a size 12 at
the Memorial Baptist
church. 753-8025.
SMALL BLACK cat found in
vacinity of old. city park.
Owner may call and identify.
753-3230 or 753 8368
LOST: Approximately
7 month old mixed
breed female dog,
mostly white (salt and
pepper body) with
dark ears and face.
Lost in the vicinity of
the New Providence
area. Answers to the
name of Pepper. If
seen please call 7537618.
6. HELP WANTED

LADIES TO type labels in
their homes. Send resumes to
P.O. Box 221, Murray, KY
42071.
EXPERIENCED SEWING
machine operators. Apply in
person,
Calloway
Manufacturing
Company,
111 Poplar St., Murray.
Immediate Openings
SEASONAL
ENGINEERING
NELPENS
$457/mo.
Vacancies
at
Wickliffe,
Murray,
Kuttawa,
Mayfield,
Lone Oak, Reidland
and Lake City. Will
terminate approximately October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at
the Bureau of Highways' District Office
at Reidland.
An
equal
opportunity
employer
MFH

MOBILE 11011E
INSURANCE
see
Wayne Wilson at
302 N. 12th St.
or Call 753-3253
14. WANT TO BUY
EITHER JOHN Deere or
International tractor in the 5
plow class and equipment.
Contact Terrell Tidwell at
435-44129.
WANT 7'0 buy a 1969 or
below Firebird or Camaro,
will pay any reasonable
price. Call and ask for Jill,
753-9181 or 753-4530.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE

AFTER INVENTORY
clearance sale. Carpet
remnants, all -must go, wall
paper starting at $1.50 single
row, mismatch paint as low
as $3.00 per gallon, over
stock spray paint 3 cans for
$1.00, over 50 rolls and
remnants of Congolaum and
Armstrong vinyl flooring,
discontinued carpet samples,
hundreds to choose from, .45
Sherwin
each
cents
Williams, 753-3321.
HIGHCHAIR, DROPSIDE
crib with mattress, playpen
and car seat. Call 753-9537.
14. HOME FURNISHINGS

ANTIQUE OAK dresser, old
7 drawer knee hole desk Call
after 5,753.8666
FRIGIDARE FROST free
refrigerator, excellent
condition, also a Hoover
portable washer that needs
repair. 753-7257.
FRIGIDARE ELECTRIC
drop in range, coppertone
colored,$50. 753-2668
Used Furniture
Used Appliances
Used T.11.'s

Hodge & Son, Inc.
205 So. 5th
FRIGIDARE
REFRIGERATOR, $55,
electric stove, SAO Call 753.
5750
FOR SALE: 2 rooms of
furniture, like new, Apartment C6, Murray Manor
Northside. 753 5694.
FOR SALE: Frigidare
refrigerator,
coppertone,
frost free, ice maker, and
freezer
in
bottom.
Westinghouse refrigerator,
looks and runs good, $50.
Phone 753-0762.
TWO PIECE matching couch
and chair, excellent condition Also 13 inch color t.v.
Call 753-8170.
TWO PEICE brown couch
and chair, very good condition, $75. 753 7349.
111. SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE: Used Singer

sewing machine, zig zag, and
all regular attachments, full
cash price, 539 95, sews
perfect, fully guarenteed
Call Martha Hopper, 3546521

MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
Montgomery Ward has an opening for
a Store Manager and a TBA
Management Trainee. This is a career
opportunity with company benefits.
Must be willing to relocate after
training. Apply to Mr. Raymond at the
Montgotnery - Ward 3tnie, Mayfield
Shopping Center, Mayfield,Kentucky.

LEDGER & TIMES, Moods). February 24, 1979
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LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
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I. FARM EQUIP.
990 CASE DAVID Brown
tractor, three 16 inch plows,
10 foOt disc, also 8 row AC
planter 753 3107 days, 753
5124 nights.
7,000 JOHN DEERE, 4 row
planter and 400 gallon 12 row
boom spray, trailer type
Call 753 1358 after 5 pm
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28. MOS.HOME RENTS
NICE
2
FURNISHED
bedroom trailer, $150 per
Kielty
month. Call 759-4730.
M-1223
SPACES AND homes for
families only apply at Fox
TEN FOOT John Deere Meadows office, South 16th
small grain drill. 5250. 1-354 Street, 10 am to 6 pm.
U/ht UP
TWO BEDROOM trailer tor
6653.
Toot Life
Trailer
rent.
Oaks
Shady
22. MUSICAL
Court. 489-2533
With this new listing
SANTA GOT caught in the
SPACES
blizzard and left all his TRAILER
located where city and
trailer
K
Hazel
available,
Wurlitzer organs with us
county meet. Beautiful
Must sell at our cost, no down park, Hazel, Kentucky; city
Colonial Salt Box four
monthly water, sewer, and garbarge
payment, small
payments. Clayton's J. & B pickup; office phone 492-8258
bedroom home that of29. HEATING& COOLING
Music. 753-7575.
fers
a feeling of
MORNING gas
WURLITZER PIANO, 7 EARLY
and
spaciousness
months old, excellent con stove with blower. Call 436
dition, just like new, must 2289.
freedom to tts lucky
sell Call 753-9702 or 753 2893 30. BUS. RENTALS
owner. Phone KOPafter 6
SHOPPING CENTER next
PERUD REALTY 7532 „EXTERMINATING
to Murray State University
1222 for all the details.
campus has building for rent
Equipped with gas heat and
Priced in upper $70's.
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5 pm
FREEDOM! ROLLING hills
32. APTS. FDR RENT
and clear skies are in
un- abundance
TWO
BEDROOM
this
on
furnished apartment. acreage...beautiful wooded
Available at once. Call 753- building sites, winding creek
4331
good bottom land. Choose
TWO BEDROOM apartment from 13, 42, 55, 85, 100 or 185
for rent, unfurnished, kichen acres.0ouldn't you rather
appliances are furnished. wake
to the scent of pines
Call 753 3465 or 759-1233 after and sound of rippling water
4
city
pm.
and
horns
than
US
24. MISCELLANEO
congestion. Call 753.1492 or
CARPET CLEARANCE 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
436-4146. Offered by Loretta
Sale! Over 100 rolls to choose ROOM FOR rent. 753-3582.
Jobs Realtors
from, all in stock and ready 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
for delivery. Most prices
3
bedroom,
UNFURNISHED
include pad and installation.
1 i,2 bath, fenced yard, wood
Sherwin Williams, 753-3321.
stove, excellent condition,
Call
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
Bagwell Manor $300.00 per
753.8170.
month,S100 Deposit. Call 753.
Advent 8255 between 5.-7 PM.
NEW.
FOUR
speakers, 1 dual turntable,
36. RENT OR LEASE
BOYD-MAJORS
510 with Fl grado-cartage, 1
J VC cassette recorder, 1
REAL ESTATE
Soney roll to roll 11TC377,
753-8080
AM-FM
Soney
watt
Mini
40
one
receiver with built on dual
Professional Services
Warehouse
1215 turntable. Call 753-3346.
With The Friend!, Touch"
Storage Space
REPOSSESED STEREO,
COMMERCIAL - 641
small monthly payments.
For Rent
water
North
753.7575.
753-4758
26. TV-RADIO
available - 327 feet
FOR SALE: new antenna,
frontage 10.3 acres
also 100 feet of coax cable tor 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
total. Each side and
436.2154.
scanner radio.
FOR SALE: Registered 6
behind of Speedway
19 INCH COLOR t.v., $150 year old, dapple grey,
Tennessee Walking mare,
Phone 767-386.4.
Service Station. Good
TAKE UP payment of only spirited and stylish. 435.4525.
development proper$15 a month on this 19 inch
ty. Boyd-Majors Real
color t.v. under warranty. J
TWO QUARTER
Estate 105 N. 12th St.
& B Music,753-7575.
NOR51$
27. MOB.HOME SALES
UP, UP, and away...atop the
FOR SALE
12 x 65, 3 bedroom 2 bath,
hill, you will find a wide view
furnished, central Heat and
MARE ANS COLT
from your white brick split
Air,$6000, Call 901-642 7226 or
level, 3 or 4 bedroom home.
$400, call(615)827-2692
642.6614.
All away from the city but 1971 LANCER, 12' X 60', 3
yet just minutes from town
2 bath, central
1
/
bedroom, 1,
and lake. Dial 753-1492 or 753 •
furGrass.
partially
HAY, 4,000 BALES,
heat and air,
1499. Offered by Loretta Jobs
nished, att appliances in- Legume, $1. Louisville area Realtors.
cluding dishwasher, 10' X IA' (812) 944-8780 or 944 9401.
storage shed, underpinned, LARGE ROUND bales of
located at Riveria Trailer good hay loaded on your
Courts. Call 1-3-45-2799 after 5 truck. Call 247 2889.
pm.
36. PETS-SUPPLIES.
MOBILE HOME, anchors,
8 weeks old.
underpinning, roofs sealed, AKC COCKERS,
after 6 pm.
patio awnings and aluminum Call 753-8165
BOYD-MAID'
carports. Call Jack Glover, COCK ER PUPS,6 weeks old,
AKC registered, black and
753-1873 after 6 pm.
REAL ESTATE
753
$75
each.
colored.
1969, 12' X 60,-- TWO buff
753-8080
BEDROOM, furnished, all 3662.
electric. Call 7534949 after FULL BLOODED black and
'•ProtessvsnalSersices
German Shepherd
-silver
5.30_pre.
435-4481.
With The Fnendly Touch' •
12' X 50', TWO BEDROOM, pups, $25 each.
GREET THE SPRING
reasonably FOR SALE: light brown, full
furnished,
priced. Call during week bred, Cocker Spainel pup
with a delightful
each
$75
old,
after 4:30, 753-0067 ask for pies, 2 months
cottage.
lakeview
753-9852.
Stan.

KOPPERUD

•

FOR SALE . 1963 six cylinder
Chevrolet motor. Call atter 5
pm,436-5651.
44, USED CARS

eutta , 5
i5undCFws,

NOBODY REAPS US BUT IT/S A
II
3013.

43. REAL ESTATE

41,
EXCLUSPN OPPORTUNITY
BILLIONS SS ANNUAL MARV
1
Si WO 00 MYENTORY RETURNS 5.2.70000 42:
EXCELLOIT PART OR FULL TIN MCOME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man or woman to distribute pre.sold advertised World
, BAYER ASPIRIN, DRISTAN,
ALKA-SELTZER
Famous
ANAC IN. TUMS, etc Restock Company secured accounts
weekly
INCOME STARTS IMMEDIATELY!
NO INITIAL SELLING!
COMPANY FURNISHED ACCOUNTS!
MINIMUM CASH INVESTMENT, 53195 oo $624000
Applicant should have car, minimum of A spare hrs weekly.
reliable and eligible to assume business responsibilities withhave the
in 30 days If you meet these requirements, own
you'
necessary cash investment, and sincerely want to
own business, then write today and include phone number to

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Professional Services
With The Friend') Touch

NICELY WOODED five acre
on
located
homes i tes
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low clown payment
and the balance financed
over an extended period.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753-0101.
753-7531.

Ainloy Auction
Realty Sales
COL Melt AMID
Auctioneer RealtorAppraiser
Ph. n9011479-2986 479-3713
South Fulton Tenn.

1

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Souths,de Court Square

New and Nice
2
/
This 3 bedroom, 11
bath house will appeal
to folks of all ages.
free
Maintenance
house with thermopane windows and
electric
central
heating and cooling
Tastefully
systems.
decorated in neutral
colors. Call today to
see this choice new
listing. Priced in the
low 40's. Phone KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222 for all your Real
Estate Needs.

NEW OFFICE HOURS

1

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

On the corner of Farmer and North 17th
you will find this three
bedroom brick with
carport for only
$32,000.00. New storm
windows, carpet and
drapes. Highest heat
bill last year less than
$50.00! Make your appointment now!
WOW! IT 1001(9 like a house
in
double
has
but
come.,.three bedrooms, den,
bath
large
plus
living room
on one side and the other has
two bedrooms, riving room
and bath Great location!
Call 753 1492 or 437 4446
today...offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

PltICE SHAY( $1.25
Per hospital & boom ono please coal 7334683 ono duty lo 08vows. Notary Mak Service.
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John Smith, halter

Poke

711-7411
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Taber's Body Shop

111411114111
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24 Hour Wrecker Service
Fire
7534441
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753-5171

753-3134

753-1621

1301 Chestnut-Murray,Ky.
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Home Improvements

753-5703

Restorations
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802N. 18th Street
Murray.

1

-Midnight
7 Days A Week

100 S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-5351

753-3914
an

,

Quality Service
Company
4.w Pump

75351
- 31
Calloway County
Rescue Squad

. ... ,75
-3-6952

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Cook,'

60 m

753-5167

C'a'rrier•
Modern Sheet Metal
/ Service Departments.

TAXI CAB .
SERVICE

&

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Spar ,cy(/Os

Radio Cab
Company

Murray

Free
Oammo
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

NAT
MAGIC
Chimney Swooping in the
fine old tradition

IL

CHIMNEY SWEEPS

--

OERIErS

REFINISHING &
CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
•Relmoshong A Repoirs
•Custom Built Furniture
•Anfsque Bross Hardware
°Custom null,!filcher.
Cobrneti

492-8837 1

31 . i- -,.. --MWM.
.
WNW 159-4

1970 Olds Dabs 88 Cotton, 4
diet, hardtop, power seats
4•1 has, tel wheel, A314
stem, see met, le claim, oonatioit. Cal 7519977 or 753-2414.
FOR SALE 1971 Monte Carlo.
Good condition, new paint,
shocks, battery, recently
tuned SI ide.in FM-cassette
player. S1300. Call 753.7839
after 4 pm.
FOR SALE: 1977 Mustang, 3
door, 2 plus 2 HT,4 cylinder,
4 speed, power steering and
brakes, AM-FM 8 track
stereo, aluminum wheels,
exterior accent. 36,000 miles,
$2800. Phone 753.7774 after
4130.
FOR SALE: 1969 VW Beetle,
good condition, MOO. Call
after 5,436.2222.
1972 FORD GRAN Torino, 2
good
hardtop,
door,
mechanical condition, has
power
steering,
power
brakes, and air, $600. 753-6966
from am to 5 pm.

51. CAMPERS
ANE
FREE!
NEW
automatic awning on all
Starcraft travel trailers and
5th Wheels. Sold through
March 31st, White's Camper
Sales located 4 miles east of
Murray on Highway 94. 7530605.
PACE ARROW motor home
FOR SALE: 1970 Buick GS, 28', 3000 miles, perfect
350, factory mags, and new condition. Call 753-7853.
radial tires, good body and
53. SERVICES OFFERED
good mechanically. 753-2763
BYARS BROTHERS & Sondays, 753-6554 rnghts.
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two General home remodeling,
framing,
aluminum siding,
door hard top, V8 automatic
and roofing. Call 1
with air. Brown on brown, gutters,
395 4967 or 1-362-4895.
extra good condition, $900
&
BLOCK
CONCRETE
call 354.6217.
Lt WORK. Stock garages,
NEW, 1975
LI.KE
driveways,
basements,
Camero. Low mileage. Call
walks, patios, steps, free
498-8279 after 4:30.
estimates. 753-5476.
CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 489-2774.

if
'The Gas Savers"

Murray
Datsun, Inc.
604 So. 12th St.

Realty
763-1222

1
J

House
Sense
home
Custom-built
with loads of extras
located on quiet street
convenient to shopping
areas. All appliances
stay with home, and
8':10' wired storage
building with concrete
floor insures abundant
storage. Yard light,
panelled doors and
automatic garage door
opener are extra
features. No wasted
space and no shortcuts
In workmanship and
design in this convenient, step-saving
home Phone KOPPERUD REALTY
Good

roi

Al ilr-reidilc

formation.

53. SERVICES OFFERED LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service,
call Ernest White, 753 0605
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and 96S installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753 7203.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP PING, driveways and small
lobs a sPeciality, also patching and seal coating 7531537
NEED TREES cut? Landoll
Tree Service. Call George
Landolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak $25 rick Call
John Boyer at 753-8536.
PLUMBING AND heating
and household appliances
repaired, 24 hour service.
call 382-2442 days or nights or
382 2791 days.
excellent
ROOF ING,
Call
7S3-1486
references.
between 7 am and 3.30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
or
FLAT
ROOFING,
shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. 15 years
experience. Ca11435-4173.
TUTORING
OFFERED.,
well qualified, 753-3253.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
conditioning;
air
and
remodeling and repairs
around the home. 753-2211.
WILL PREPARE your 1978
income tax returns in my
home. 753.6828.
BABY SI T Monday
WILL
through Friday, from 6 am to
5 pm. Call after 5, 753-8659,
ask for Teresa.

LOVE AT FIRST SITE
Yes, you'll fall in love when you see this new listing
in Canterbury Estates. This home features 3
2 baths, 2 car garage, redwood deck,
1
bedrooms, 2/
covered concrete patio, and cedar fenced rear yard
for privacy. Don't buy until you have seen this one.
Call today for an appointment Priced at $62,500.

TRIPP WILLIAMS
REAL ESTATE
AND APPRAISALS
4342415
Mernsy

Make Money By Saving!

South 12th at Sy carnor•
TELEPHONE 7511051

PRICE HAIRCUT $1.50

4111

Ch
on-

Murray, Kentucky
753.4451

Closed All Day Wed,
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00

(This alphabetized pogo will run weekly - clip it from
the paper and save for handy reference)

ch
on
t.v.

NICE SMALL home near the
.University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. 526,750. By
appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone
753-0101. Oatman Farley, 753.
9775.
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ECONOMICAL
LIVING CLOSE TO
UNIVERSITY. . . 4 or
5 bedrom., 3 down & 1
or 2 up, 11
2 baths,
/
living rm. & kitchen.
Could be used for 2
102
apartments
double
basement,
garage
unattached.
ocImmediate
cupancy. Mid 20's.
Real
Boyd-Majors
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.

The Nelson %TOOK
CO., Realtors
759-1707

209 Wa In ut Street

TRANS WORLD INDUSTRIES. INC.
MARKETING DIRECTOR DEPT. 101
7013 Page Avenue Saint Louis, Missouri 63133

old
all

imInn

Tr -level custom built
on 10 secluded acres.
3-4 bedrooms, 3 baths,
stove,
woodburning
old time fly fan. 24x24
garage. Great for
company retreat.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

/
,
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1970 CHEVY BEL-AIR, 6
Cylinder, $300. Call 1-3546653.
1974 CHEVELLE LAGUNA
53, power steering, power
brakes, air, swivel seats,
nice car,$2450. 753-8124.
1973 CHEVELLE SS, bucket
seats, 350.436-5664.
1968 CHEVY CAPRICE 327,
with all extras, excellent
condition, one owner, $925.
753-4091.

43. REAL ESTATE

Special of
The Week

Completely furnished
on a large wooded lot
at price that makes
sense to your budget.
Call Us Today For
Details. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th St.
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48. AUTO.SALES
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FOR SALE 550 Honda, lots
of extras, only 2450 miles,
like new, priced to sell. 7531586 days or 753 3590 after 5
pm.
1975 HONDA GL 1000. Call
753.8019

get

I

$l. SERVICES OFFERED
CAN'T GET those small lobs
GRAB
1973 MAVERICK
around the house or mobile
BE R. 6500 miles, good home done? Carpentry,
489- painting,
Call
Otte!
condition, best
plumbing,
2743 after 4.30.
siding, patios,
aluminum
CUTLASS
OLDS
1974
small concrete loin. Call 436stationwagon, 2562 after 5 pm.
Supreme
automatic, air, cruise, AM. CARPENTER AVAILABLE
FMradio, radial tires. 436- to do remodeling. Call for
5610.
estimates, 753-6122 or after I
1974 REGAL LUXUS Buick, pm 49241465.
has factory mags with new FENCE SALES at Sears
set of American Eagle radial now. Cell Sears 753 2310 for
tires, excellent car, $1650. tree estimates for your
Cell 753 7765 or see at 1627 needs.
Loch Lomond Drive.
FOR YOUR driveway white
1977 VW RABBIT, 4 speed, rock needs, call or see Roger
sport design, front wheel Hudson. We also do grading
drive, 33,000 miles, in ex- and backhoe work, also
cellent condition, $3150 Call stockpile lime. For free
753 2316 after 5 pm.
estimates call 753-4545 or 7536763.
50. USED TRUCKS
1966 CHEVROLET PICKUP, GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
good condition, $500. Call 753- tanks, metal buildings,
9688 after 4 pm.
building: wood
custom
1974 DATSUN PICKUP, 4 frame or metal frame
speed, sharp. New Scout Complete log buildings on a
Call 753-1372, turn key quote. A & I Ford
trade-in.
Trucks-Trailers-Buses, Inc., Supply, Inc. 1-(901)-642-8544.
Sears,
BY
U.S. 641 South, Murray.
GUTTERING
1977 DODGE 4X4, PICKUP, Sears continous gutters
your
per
installed
power
steering,
power
conditioning, specifications. Call Sears
brakes, air
short bed, low mileage, extra 753.2310 for free estimates.
nice, call 753-1578, after 4.
INSULATE AGAINST the
RANGER high cost of fuel bills! Blown
FORD
1978
Explorer, 13,000 miles, 753. attic urea fromalehyde. Free
estimates, no obligation.
9457
Kentucky. Tennessee
1974 FORD EXPLORER, VII,
Insulation, Rt.7, Box 258,
steering, brakes, automatic.
Murray, KY,42071, (502) 435
Sharp, local, low mileage.
4527.
Trade-in on Scout. TrucksTrailers-Buses, Inc., U.S. 641 INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
South, Murray.
heating and cooling bills.
1977 FORD EXPLORER
Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
pickup, automatic, power
estimates
steering, short wide bed,
excellent condition, $3500.
Call 489-2595.
1975 INTERNATIONAL 150
pickup, long bed. VS engine,
automatic, air, steering,
brakes. New tires. Call 753
1372, Trucks-Trailers-Buses,
Inc., U.56.41 South, Murray

44. USED CARS
17. MOTORCYCLES
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Kelley's Termite
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27. MOB.HOME SALES
43. REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE. 8' X 40 mobile
home,$700 753 1873

1. How can you make money?
ANS: You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are gathering
.dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale

2. How can you save money?
ANS: You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified ad
department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of February to sell all those items you
have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
ANS: You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the Classified
Pages of The Ledger & Times during the month of February. Every fourth day your classified ad will
run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth day.
Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular customer
of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for February you will automatically
receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
ANS: The sale

is open to everyone:

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
ANS: YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if ydu*ell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read section
of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount of advertising.
you decide to do.

•

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
6117534416 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
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McBrayer Claims To Be Own
Mrs. Adams Dies At
Man,Not Tied ToGov.Carroll
Hospital; Funeral

.S. Robbins Is Dead At Age Of 95

George L Green
Dies; Was Pastor
Of Local Church
George Lucian Green,
pastor of the Foundry Hill
the
of
Congregation
Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of the Latter Day
Saints, died Friday at 6:30
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was 75 years of age and
was a resident of Murray
Route 7. Born Feb. 36, 1903, in
Henry County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Joseph
Henry Green and Susie Ida
Malcolm Green.
Mr. Grellereceded in
wife, Mrs.
death by
Thelma Louise Davenport
Green, in 1966. Four sisters
and three brothers also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Cornelia
Kenyon, Murray; two sons,
Prince Green, Greenbrier,
Tenn., and George Green,
Westland, Mich.; three
Green,
Pies
brothers,
Buchanan, Tenn., Billy Green,
Murray, and Wade Enloe
Green, Hazel; eight grandchildren; three great grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at 3 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Elders Billy Dunlap, Emmry
Jennings, and Dale Gallimore
officiating. Burial was in the
Memorial Gardens, Paris,
Tenn.

Lentis Bucy, Native
Calloway, Dies
Lentis Bucy, native of
Calloway County, died Friday
at 4:30 p.m. at the Medco
Nursing Home,Paducah.
He was 85 years of age and a
resident of Paducah Route 3.
A member of a Baptist
Church, he is survived by
several cousins.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Forest Hill Funeral Home,
Memphis,Tenn.

Johnnie Shelby Robbins, 95,
died Friday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospita1.41e
was a retired farmer and a
resident of Route 4, Paris,
Tenn.
The deceased was born Oct.
30, 1883, in Henry County,
Tenn., and was the son of the
late William Bailey Robbins
and Dixie Henderson Robbins.
A member of the Point
Pleasant Baptist Church, he
was married to the former
Lola Wimberley who died July
12, 1969.
Mr. Robbins is survived by
four daughters, Mrs. Roy
(Lucille) Sykes, Cleveland,
Tenn., Mrs. Fred (Gladys)
Bowles, Roseville, Mich., Mrs.

Kirby S. Hosford
Dies This Morning
Funeral Is Tuesday
Kirby S. Hosford of 1621
West Olive Extended, Murray,
died this morning at 6:15 at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 68 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
custodian at Murray State
University. Born Aug. 1, 1910,
in Tennessee, he was the son
of the late Will Hosford and
Katherine Manning Hosford.
One son, Larry Hosford, died
while serving with the Army
in Vietnam, and another son,
Bobby Gene Hosford, died in
infancy.
Mr. Hosford is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Ryan
Hosford; four sons, Billy Joe
Hosford, Booneville, Ind., and
Hal, Kenneth, and Keith
Hosford, all of Murray; four
Gertrude
sisters, Miss
Hosford and Mrs. Pauline
Bazzell, Lone Oak, and Mrs.
Hazel Stone and Mrs. Audry
Cherry, Boaz; 10 grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Ed Davis
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight(Monday).

Leon (Blanche) Wimberle)
and Mrs. Dave (Eunice )
Steele, Paris, Tenn.; two sons,
talon and Clint Robbins,
Pans,Tenn.
Mrs. Charlie W. (Martha
Also surviving are four Bishop) Adams,G3South Side
Sisters, Mrs. Mary Wright, Manor, Murray, died Sunday
Mrs. Alma Medlock, and Mrs. at 4:50 p.m. at the MurrayAva Norton, Paris, Tenn., and Calloway County Hospital.
Michaleak, She was 71 years of age.
Sara
Mrs.
Madison, Ill.; three brothers,
The deceased was a
Frank Robbins, El Centro, member of the Mason's
Calif., Homer Robbins, Chapel United Methodist
Owensboro, and Virgil Rob- Church. Born Sept. 27, 1907, in
bins, Paris, Tenn.; 25 gran- Calloway County, she was the
dchildren; 48 great grand- daughter of the late Joel
children; four great great Bishop and Ocie Maynard
grandchildren.
Bishop.
The funeral was held
Mrs. Adams is survived by
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the her husband; one sister, Mrs.
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Bill (Colie) Simmons, Hazel;
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with ,four nieces—Mrs. Thomas
the Rev. Vernon Turner and (Ann) Pierpoint and Mrs.
the Rev. Ron Harber of- Billy (Carolyn) Wheatley,
ficiating. Burial was in the Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs. Hugh
Elkhorn Cemetery with (Paulette) Orr, Puryear,
as Tenn., and Mrs. Elmer
serving
grandsons
pallbearers.
Ruby) Broach,Henry,Tenn.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Glenn Elliott officiating and
Mrs. Annie Blanche Legg, Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
native of Calloway County,
Pallbearers will be Alton
died Friday at noon at the Swift, James Hooper, Otis
Fulton Hospital. She was 96 Geurin,Jimmy Burton, Elmer
years of age and a resident of Broach, and Billy Wheatley.
700 Vine Street, Fulton.
Burial will follow in the South
Born Dec. 9, 1882, in Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Calloway County, she was the
Friends may call at the
daughter of the late John funeral home after 5 p.m.
James St. John and Nancy today(Monday I:
McFall St. John, and was the
widow of G. A. Legg who died
23 years ago.
Mrs. Legg owned the old
Prices of stock of local interest at
Brooks-Boone Poultry noon. EDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Company at Fulton for a Corp.,
of Murray,are as follows:
a
was
She
years.
-1.30
Induarial Average
number of
member of the Order of the
Air Products
21574+54
American Motors
iriV4-Het
Easter Star and the Fulton
37% mac
Ashland Oil
Woman's Club.
American Telephone
411k,4Ate
Survivors include one Bongos&
Chrysler
stepdaughter, Mrs. Ruth Ford Meter
12+%
Stroud, Dyersburg, Tenn.; one GAF
Care
1156-44
brother, Herman St. John, General
.
General r:lcs
51% roc
Fulton; several nieces and General
1444-44
General Ilre
nephews.
litti+44
Goodrich
13-%
The funeral was held Hardee;
Meeblein
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the 1311
.311011i+1%
h
chapel of the Horribeak
21% wic
Quaker0.1.
Oats
Funeral Home, Fulton, with
10% unc
TaPPrin
burial in the Greenlee Texaco
2455-%
MN mac
Wal-Mart
Cemetery there.
13%b,21Ia
Wendys

Scheduled Tuesday

Mrs. Annie B. Legg
Dies At Hospital

Stock Market

AP News Analysis
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Slowly but surely, Terry
McBrayer claims, the voters
of Kentucky are perceiving
him as his own man, not tied to
the administration of Gov.
Julian Carroll.
-As I get out on the stump,
people are beginning to look
more at me as a candidate,"
the Democratic contestant for
governor said in an interview.
"There are fewer and fewer
questions in which I'm supposed to defend or take credit
for what this administration
has or hasn't done."
Anti-administration rivals,
of course, would laugh openly
at McBrayer's professed
independence. They keep
insisting that the money, the
guidance and the spirit of
McBrayer emanates from
Carroll.
In fact, state Auditor
George Atkins, in his latest
broad blast at McBrayer, used
"Carrollphrase
the
McBrayer" candidacy.
McBrayer has been an
sider in the Carroll administration as well as a
former official, and one of his
biggest problems has been
how to shed the public link
with Carroll — without at the
same time alienating the
governor who presumably
wants him as successor.
On at least three major
issues, McBrayer has openly
split with Carroll or gone his
An

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
February 26,1973
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Bovine Stations
Receipts act. 837 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts 25e to 50t lower SOW3steady to $1 00
higher
US 1-2 2110-230 the.
3.75-54.00
853.50-53.75
US 2-3 200-2401bs.
$52.50-53i0
US 2-3)01-2501bs.
851.50-52.50
US 2-4 310-2/0lbs.
Sows
346.00-47.00
US 1-2Z70350
14600.4700
US 1-3 Main lbs.
147.0040.00
US 1.3 45045001W.
849.00-51.00
US 1-3500460
y $00.0051.00
j
moat
$44.0045.00
US
Bowspamt40.00 mostly $37.00-31.00

own definite way.
The candidate has called for
a ban on use of stike airplanes
by the governor or lieutenant
governor for out-of-state
vacations.
Carroll has been criticized
widely for his implied attitude
that the state craft are for a
governor's use without any
strings attached, and that all
assertions to the contrary are
politically-motivated.
McBrayer has joined a
lawsuit asking elimination of
the fuel adjustment clause in
electric rates, the charge that
automatically is imposed by
utilities to compensate for
increased costs of coal.
The governor has not
exactly been a crusader on the
subject. He stood by silently
during the past special
legislative session as such a
proposal fell by the wayside.
McBrayer has called for
increased powers for the next
lieutenant
governor,
specifically restoring the
officeholder as chairman of
the Legislative Research

Mail Service To
Iran Suspended
Suspension of civilian mail
service to Iran has been extended to cover surface mail,
the U. S. Postal Service has
announced. The effect is to
eliminate all civilian mail
service between Iran and the
United States.
.
Airmail service to Iran was
suspended January 9, 1979.
Postal officials said the
latest action was taken
because of the lack of reliable
air and surface transportation
either in or out of that country.
The suspension means no U.
S. post office will accept civil
mail bound for Iran until
further notice. Mail currently
in the postal system destined
for Iran will be returned to
sender. Postage will be
refunded for mail returned
because of the suspension of
service.

Commission.
Carroll, as lieutenant
governor in 1974, sponsored
legislation to strip the next
officeholder of that power.
Those are some important
public differences between
McBrayer and Carroll, and
the Democratic candidate
said his opponents now seem
to be running against the
administration — "they never
argue with me and I think
that's to my advantage."
McBrayer believes the fuel
adjustment matter "is the one
real issue I've got — it's mine
and it's major."

He said the public remixes*
to the lawsuit on the issue has
been "tremendous."
Meantime, Carroll stirs the
political waters around
McBrayer with statements
that contradict previous
statements, such as last
week's turnabout in which the
governor indicated he may
run for office again instead of
retiring.
"Sometimes you can't
determine from one day to the
next what the governor will
do," McBrayer commented,
adding that, of course, he was
not consulted in advance.

MSU Radio Auction To •
Be Held Tonight, 7 p.m.
By Karen Miller
Going once, going twice and
sold to the highest bidder!
That's what you will hear
tonight at 7 p.m. when the
Murray State University
chapter of Alpha Epsilon Rho,
National Honorary Broadcasting Society hosts their
annual television auction.
Months of planning and long
hours of hard work will make
this one of the best auctions
yet. Contributions of Murray
merchants are better than
ever.
Items to go on the auction
block range from home box
office hook-ups, large plants,
jumper cables, walls clocks
and clothing to steak dinners.
Bids will be taken by
telephone and then announced
by the auctioneers to keep the
items moving.
The auction' will continue
until every item is sold. "If
necessary, we will stay until
the wee hours of the morning," said auction coordinators, Phil Merrell and
Kilt Stubblefield. "It has been
a lot of hard work but the fun
we will have tonight makes it
all worth while."
In addition to Alpha Epsilon

Rho members, auction expertise will be provided by
prominent Murray citizens.
Entertainment during the
auction includes a taped
Performance of the Murray
High Tiger Band and comic
interludes with local personalities.
For an evening full of fun,
entertainment and good
bargains, tune to the Alpha
Epsilon Rho TV auction on
MSU Channel 11. To call in
your bids, dial 762-4661, 762
4662 or 762-4359.

Urban Problems
To Be Discussed
The "Urban Problems"
program by the League of
Women Voters of Murray and
Calloway County will be held
tonight (Monday) at 8 p.m. at
the city hall, according to Sue
Vandegrift of the League.
Steve Zea, city planner, and
Dr.---11,-11L1(opperud will be
special guests and will discuss
the four-laning of Main Street
at the special meeting tonight.
The public is invited to
attend, a league spokesman
said.

TOP PAINT SAVINGS
&TOP PAINT QUALITY!
Low Prices Are Just Half The Value Story From Glidden!

$799
Reg.$9.99 Gal.

Reg.$12.99 Gal.

Prices Good Feb. 27 through March 5 1979

Carlos
Black Jr.
Painting Co.
20 Years
Experience

Black's Decorating Center
Open Mon.-Fri. 7 UI 5,Sat. 8-12
701 S.4th Murray

afIDOR COVERING•PICTURI FRAMES•WAll COVERING•CUROM

DRAPES•RODS•BEDSPREADS

Phone 753-0639

Ruby
Duncan
Decorating
Service
12 Tears
Experience

